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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Madiba Nelson Mandela, The first elected black President of South Africa and longtime leader of the African National Congress, who was imprisoned for fighting apartheid, died at his home in Johannesburg, December 5, at the age of 95. Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela was born July 18, 1918 near Qunu in the Eastern Cape. He was raised in the royal family and was educated at Fort Hare College and later at Witwatersrand University. In a much storied political life, during which he fought the evil racism and later apartheid, Mandela was instrumental in founding the youth wing of the ANC with Oliver Tambo and Walter Susulu and helped shape the ANC liberation movement, and along with others, significantly redefined the movement with the Freedom Charter and the Defiance Campaigns of the late 1950s, long before he was officially elected President of the ANC in 1991.

Mandela and several other South Africans were charged with conspiracy and sabotage in 1963 and following the Rivonia trials, he and some of his colleagues were sentenced June 12, 1964 to life imprisonment on Robben Island. Mandela would stay in prison for 27 years, during which he refused to be released on terms that would compromise the struggle but instead negotiated with the different apartheid regimes for the unconditional lifting of the ban on liberation movements, return of exiles, the drafting of a new constitution, and democratic elections. Mandela was released from prison on February 11, 1990. After his release, the anti-apartheid struggle, which escalated during the Sharpeville massacre and with the Soweto Uprisings, took a new turn by entering a tough, sometimes violent transitional period, but ushered in democratic elections in 1994. On May 10, Mandela took the oath of office as South Africa’s first elected Black President. Mandela and F.W. DeKlerk, the last leader of the National Party to serve as President of South Africa, received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993. When most would have expected him to continue, he handed power to his deputy, Thabo Mbeki in 1999.

The legacy of Mandela is wrapped in a moving story of suffering, courage, a genuine and steadfast quest for freedom, justice, and the values of a democratic society, which Mandela himself said he was willing to fight, live, and to die for if need be. While the many years of fighting apartheid, the emotional cost to him, his family, and above all the people of South Africa, point to a principled individual, committed to the best of all human values, Mandela will also be remembered for signing into law The Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act, no. 34, 1995, which set up the Truth and Reconciliation Commission that was chaired by Archbishop Desmond Tutu. The Commission carried out its task through the Amnesty Committee, Reparation and Rehabilitation Committee and Committee on Human Rights Violations. The TRC conducted public and televised hearings
throughout the country as the world listened, as these hearings revealed the inner and secret workings of the apartheid machine and its death squads. Victims told their stories in public. When some of the victims expressed emotions and wept at learning for the first time during the hearings what happened to their loved ones, our hearts sank with them. But there was no doubt from the beginning that the TRC Commission was given a monumental task that could not, and one might say, could not be done with absolute perfection. Many credited Mandela and the first black majority government of the New South Africa for choosing to deal with the past in a different manner by offering a conditional path to amnesty and also offering modest reparations to the victims of the apartheid system.

What makes Mandela special and the South African people courageous was the new terms on which the modernist political agenda could be revoked and reclaimed through a proposition which to some people was religious, philosophical, and ethical, but at its core was political and pragmatic. The Truth and Reconciliation implied and embraced the language of truth, forgiveness, reconciliation, amnesty, Ubuntu, etc. While the process did not solve several hundred years of injustice, it created a space for forgiveness and acceptance; but more importantly sent a strong signal to all the world that our most entrenched difficulties can be resolved through a political process that prioritizes truth and reconciliation. It is this legacy which makes Mandela so admirable. It is a legacy which for many of us in religious studies, continues to invite new questions and perspectives on religion and the public realm, and forces us to rethink the terms and projects as well as the processes of political theology. Mandela has refused the title saint throughout his life, but for many of us he has taught us what to look for in a saint.

Elias Kifon Bongmba
President of the African Association for the Study of Religions
FROM THE TREASURER

Dear AASR Members,
I hope you all had a restful break.

Following my earlier correspondence to you on this matter, I am writing to remind members who have not paid their membership fees for 2013 and 2014 to do so before or by February 15. De-registration notice will be sent to non-payers after this date, in line with the resolutions we made in Egerton in July 2012.

This year is particularly significant for AASR because we have our conference and the general meeting in Cape Town from July 30 to August 3. Earnest preparations for these events have begun, but we need funds to make them happen. Another reason 2014 is significant is because it marks the implementation of the new membership and fees arrangements.

Please, make payment directly through AASR's website: http://a-asr.org/pay_membership/membershipfees_usd.html

or by direct transfer into AASR's bank account using these details:
African Association for the Study of Religions
Bank of Scotland Branch Code 80-20-00 Account No. 00208442
BIC:BOFSGB21168
IBAN: GB05 BOFS 8020 0000 2084 42

If you are unable to pay through our website or pay directly into our bank account, contact your national or regional representative who will arrange to collect the money and transfer into our account. Please send me an email if you are still unclear about payment instructions.

The fee for new and existing members in South Africa has been set at SA Rand 125 (or about US$13) per year. Members in Ghana have agreed to pay US $25 per year; the annual membership fee for members in Nigeria is Naira 5000 (currently US$31); and for East Africa it has been set at US$10 for 2013 and 2014.

Requests to regional and national representatives and ASRSA officials:
1) Please, could you circulate this mail to members in your country/region
2) Please send me an updated list of members in your country/region. The list should clearly identify members who have paid their fees for 2013 and 2014.

AASR needs your support and cooperation to remain financially viable and professionally relevant. Many thanks for acting promptly on this request.

Yours sincerely,
Abel Ugba, AASR Treasurer
Purpose
The IAHR African Trust Fund seeks to facilitate and promote the advancement of research and the development of scholarship on religion in the African continent (and nearby islands) by encouraging scholarly and contextual research initiatives and practices, as well as publications. The IAHR African Trust Fund aims to encourage and acknowledge the generation of scholars whose research is deemed to hold significant future promise to increase knowledge and contribute to the historical, social and comparative study of religion in the African continent (and nearby islands).

Thus, the IAHR African Trust Fund herewith invites young scholars in particular of any ethnic/national origin, working and/or studying in any higher academic or research institution on the African continent (and nearby islands), whose research project needs financial support or whose publication in an African publishing house (scientific journal) requires a subsidy.

Grant Amount
The total grant allocation for 2014 is US$4000. The grant application is divided into two categories and successful applicants will be awarded the respective amounts within the specific category:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 1: Research and/or Publication</th>
<th>Category 2: Research and/or Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 X Award of US$1000</td>
<td>4 X Award of US$500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IAHR AFRICAN TRUST FUND
RESEARCH & PUBLICATION
GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR 2014

Purpose
The IAHR African Trust Fund seeks to facilitate and promote the advancement of research and the development of scholarship on religion in the African continent (and nearby islands) by encouraging scholarly and contextual research initiatives and practices, as well as publications. The IAHR African Trust Fund aims to encourage and acknowledge the generation of scholars whose research is deemed to hold significant future promise to increase knowledge and contribute to the historical, social and comparative study of religion in the African continent (and nearby islands).

Thus, the IAHR African Trust Fund herewith invites young scholars in particular of any ethnic/national origin, working and/or studying in any higher academic or research institution on the African continent (and nearby islands), whose research project needs financial support or whose publication in an African publishing house (scientific journal) requires a subsidy.

Grant Amount
The total grant allocation for 2014 is US$4000. The grant application is divided into two categories and successful applicants will be awarded the respective amounts within the specific category:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 1: Research and/or Publication</th>
<th>Category 2: Research and/or Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 X Award of US$1000</td>
<td>4 X Award of US$500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eligibility Criteria
Applicants have to be scholars resident in Africa and associated with any higher academic or research institution within this context. We encourage applications from members to the IAHR member associations, namely the African Association for the Study of Religion (AASR), the Association for the Study of Religion in Southern Africa (ASRSA), and the East African Association for the Study of Religion (EAASR). Members of the Nigerian Association for the Study of Religion (NASR), no longer a member to the IAHR, may apply if they are also individual members to the AASR.

Evaluation Mechanism & Criteria
Applications will be evaluated by the Board of Trustees of the IAHR African Trust Fund, and the board will consult specialists in the relevant fields when needed. Applications will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
1. The originality, quality, importance and impact of the proposed study as it relates to the historical, social and comparative study of religion in the African continent (and nearby islands).
2. Adherence to the best practices of research methodology and theory employed.
3. The relevance of the study to the African continent (and nearby islands).

Submission Timeframe
Applications are open till 30th January 2014. Grant-winning applicants will be announced on 20th February 2014. Note that all grants will be awarded to the successful applicants at the end of February 2014.

Conditions of Grants
Applicants who receive the grant should submit a copy of the publication or a research report (of no less than 5 pages) that summarises the project’s findings to the IAHR African Trust Fund. The publication or completed research project should acknowledge the support received in the form of an IAHR African Trust Fund Grant. The IAHR African Trust Fund will be allowed to reproduce or report the summary and parts of the report on the IAHR website, annual reports, and any other document or medium for the purpose of informing its stakeholders on the study findings. In all these publications, the authorship of the research will be clearly attributed to the applicant.

Application Form
Send a brief covering letter addressed to the IAHR African Trust Fund stating that your submission is for consideration for the IAHR African Trust Fund Grant and include the following required materials:
1. Name of Applicant
2. Email, Telephone Number and Mailing Address of the Applicant
3. Name of University, Department, Research Centre or Institute
4. Name(s) of IAHR African Member Association(s)
5. Title of Research/Publication Proposal
6. A research proposal of not more than four single-spaced pages detailing the aims/objectives, specific research questions, methodology and theoretical issues, the rationale and plan of research (time frame), and a detailed, one-page budget should be attached, indicating the amount being applied for and the exact purposes for which it will be used. If application is for only publication purposes, also indicate to what specific journal or book and evidence of what sum is required for such publication.
7. Brief *curriculum vitae* and a statement of qualifications that specifically addresses the research project.
8. Include two letters of reference from senior scholars, one of whom MUST be a member, preferably an executive member of the IAHR member associations.

Completed applications forms are to be submitted as an electronic copy file in PDF or MS Word format in an attachment via email to:
the Secretary of the African Trust Fund Board of Trustees,
Dr. Afe Adogame [A.Adogame@ed.ac.uk].
Please include in the electronic copy file the applicant’s last name e.g. Eliza.pdf / Eliza.doc.
The subject line in the email should read “IAHR African Trust Fund Application 2014” – Note, no hard copies will be accepted.

For more information on the IAHR African Trust Fund Applications, please contact the Secretary of the African Trust Fund Board of Trustees at A.Adogame@ed.ac.uk
AASR Student Award

The African Association for the Study of Religions (AASR) promotes the academic study of religions in Africa through the international collaboration of scholars whose research has a bearing on the subject. The Association stimulates e.g. academic conferences both in Africa and overseas. The 6th AASR Conference in Africa will be held at the University of Cape Town, South Africa, from July 30 to August 3, 2014. The topic of the conference is ‘Religion, Ecology and the Environment in Africa and the African Diaspora’.

On the occasion of this conference, the Association is pleased to announce the presentation of the AASR Student Award. This award honours an individual African student whose paper makes an outstanding contribution to the topic of the conference. The recipient of the AASR Student Award will receive a cash prize of $500. As the award will be presented during the AASR conference in Cape Town, the first prize includes a return ticket to Cape Town from any leading airport on the African continent. The recipient of the award will be invited to present the winning paper during the conference, and the paper will be published in the AASR Bulletin. The AASR Student Award also includes a second prize, of $300, and a third prize of $200 cash.

Nominations
Nominations for the AASR Student Award must be made by May 15, 2014. Electronic submissions may be sent to Professor Gerrie ter Haar at <terhaar@iss.nl>. Other members of the jury are Professor Elias Bongmba, Dr Frans Dokman and Dr Rosemary Amenga-Etego.

The jury accepts nominations from students registered at African universities only. Both PhD and Master students are invited to submit a paper for consideration. The maximum length is 5000 words, including references. To facilitate the objectivity of the review process, the name of the candidate, current mailing address and phone number should appear only on the title page of any paper submitted. The winner will be notified by June 21, 2014.

In the absence of a paper deemed to merit the award, the award may be withheld.

For further information about the AASR, the Cape Town conference and the (sub)themes related to the conference topic, please visit www.a-asr.org.
The XXI World Congress of the International Association for the History of Religions (IAHR) will take place August 23 to 29, 2015 in Erfurt, Germany. The Congress will address Dynamics of Religion: Past and Present.

We now invite contributors to submit Panel Proposals addressing the topic in any of the areas outlined below.

Religion is a human, historical, social and cultural phenomenon. As such, religious ideas, practices, discourses, institutions, and social expressions are constantly in processes of change. The Congress will address the processes of change, the dynamics of religions past, present, and future, on several interconnected levels of analysis and theory, namely that of the individual, community and society, practices and discourses, beliefs, and narrations.

These will be addressed within four areas:

- Religious communities in society: Adaptation and transformation
- Practices and discourses: Innovation and tradition
- The individual: Religiosity, spiritualities and individualization
- Methodology: Representations and interpretations

We invite contributions from all disciplines of religious studies and related fields of research to allow for broad, interdisciplinary discussion of the Congress topic to register their panels for the XXI World Congress of the IAHR. Each panel lasts two hours. Panel papers should be limited to 20 to 30 minutes, depending on the number of panel participants. Panel conveners are asked to approach possible participants from different nations to reflect the scope and internationality of the IAHR Congress.

To propose a panel, please submit a general proposal of the panel as well as individual proposals of all papers included in the panel. Both panel and papers of a proposed panel will be evaluated by the Academic Program Committee to ensure a high academic standard of the Congress program. We therefore ask panel conveners to submit the proposals of all prospective panel participants of a proposed panel as indicated by the submission form. Proposals of panels and of papers should not exceed 150 words.
The deadline for submission of proposals is **Sunday, September 14, 2014**. All proposals must be submitted electronically via [www.iahr2015.org](http://www.iahr2015.org). This site will be available for submissions from Sunday, September 1, 2013 through Sunday, September 14, 2014. As part of the submission process, you will be asked to indicate the area in which you would like your proposal considered. Your proposal will then be forwarded to the appropriate member of the Academic Program Committee.

You will receive notice concerning the status of your proposal as soon as possible and certainly before March 1, 2015. If your panel or paper has been accepted by the Academic Program Committee, please note that you will have to register as Congress participant **before May 15, 2015** to be included in the Congress program.

### OBITUARIES

**Roswith Gerloff**

* *21.09.1933-†28.07.2013*

Dr. Roswith Gerloff, AASR member for many years, died at Potsdam, Germany, on 28 July 2013. She was buried at the Waldfriedhof in Aschaffenburg, Germany, on 12 August 2013. At her express wish a memorial service in her honour was held at the Magdalen Church, Karl-Marx-Strasse 197-201, Berlin, Germany, on 21st September 2013, the day she had hoped to celebrate her 80th birthday.

Roswith Gerloff was born and educated in Germany. She was an ordained minister of the United Evangelical Church. Her work experience included experimental parish work in Berlin-West, the ministry to former German-Jewish refugees in
Oxford, and a fellowship at Woodbrooke College (Quakers). She was the founding director of the Centre for Black and White Christian Partnership in Selly Oak, Birmingham. Her extensive field studies in Black Christianity in Britain made her serve both as a lecturer in Selly Oak and as consultant to the British Council of Churches. She also directed the Ecumenical Centre Christuskirche in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, chaired the Forum for Ecumenical Intercultural Learning at Berlin, and was a Visiting Senior Research Fellow at the Dept. of Theology and Religious Studies at the University of Leeds. She has written extensively on Black Pentecostalism in Britain and produced some influential work on the social, cultural and missiological significance of the African Caribbean Diaspora contribution to the Christian faith.

During the memorial service the following appreciation of Roswith Gerloof and her work by Klaus Hock, Professor of History of Religions – Religion and Society at the University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany, and an AASR member, was read:

It was about a quarter of a century ago that I first met Roswith. Some years later, I invited her as a guest lecturer to the university of Rostock where she conducted a seminar on migrants’ religions in Germany – on a subject which in the late 1990ies was quite a novel issue in East Germany. I must admit that I was particularly impressed by the way she introduced this topic to a students’ audience that had not much been exposed to the situation of migrants before, namely: she made sure that a variety of people from different religious and migratory backgrounds came to participate in the seminar as resource persons in order to share their experiences with the students and to impart first-hand knowledge about the many problems they were facing. Since that time, Roswith and I had been cooperating on various occasions, culminating in a joint publication project with Afe Adogame on “Christianity in Africa and the African Diaspora”, which was an outcome of a major conference. As I had already written in a first reaction to the sad news of Roswith’s death, there would be many things to tell about her contribution to academic research (and beyond) in the field of African Christianity (and beyond…). And indeed, the impact she and her oeuvre had – and keeps on having – on German academic discourses in Religious Studies and Theology dealing with the presence of Christians with an African migration background in Germany cannot be over-estimated. Here, she acted not just as a protagonist in the field of theoretical reflection – initiating important debates and prompting fresh thoughts and new insights –, but also as an agent in the field of practical action – insisting on the direct involvement of the respective persons concerned, campaigning for their full participation in decision making processes, and advocating their right of self-determination. It is this unique combination of theoretical reflection and practical action that characterized her oeuvre – both the way she was thinking, speaking or writing and the way she was acting and performing. In deep thankfulness for Roswith and for everything she has done for us all, we will keep her in our memory forever. May she rest in peace.

Her publications include the following:

---

1 For pictures of her life, ministry and scholarly activities, the funeral service and burial visit: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hrgwytf5sisg30f/gxCmbaYYc9


The African Association for the Study of Religion has learned with great sadness, the passing away on 16 October 2013 in Zimbabwe of Dr. Chirevo Victor Kwen-nda of the University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa. He was Lecturer (1994-1998) and Senior Lecturer (1998-2006) of African traditional religions in the Department of Religious Studies, Head of the Department from 2002 to 2004, and Associate Director of the Institute for Comparative Religion in Southern Africa at the University of Cape Town.

He was born in a chiefly family at Charter near Chivu in Zimbabwe in 1948. He held degrees from the University of South Africa and Christian Theological Seminary in Indianapolis. He obtained his PhD at Syracuse University in 1993: *True colors: A critical assessment of Victor Turner's study of Ndembu religion*. Syracuse: Syracuse University, 368 pp.

He argued in this dissertation that Victor Turner’s reduction of religion to an expression of beliefs prejudices the study of religion generally, and Ndembu religion in particular. He submitted that this definition of religion allows Turner to abstract Ndembu religion from its historical context and situation in colonial rule, to operate without a coherent theory of the sacred, and to pay no attention to the question of the meaning of world and of the human in the colonial situation. The purpose of this dissertation was to advance a critique of the work of Turner which grounds Ndembu religion in its colonial context, develops a perspective on Ndembu religion as a contact phenomenon, articulates a coherent theory of the sacred and of religious practice as they relate to Ndembu religion and its historical and socio-cultural context, and explores the meaning of world and of human in the political context of colonial Zambia. The significance of his thesis consists in the possibility it suggests of relocating and redefining the problem of religion, of sensing in the religion of contact some rudiments of a colonial discourse. The studies of Turner as well as those of his critics are characteristically cast in the En-
lightenment mode of the Human Sciences which, as Charles Long has pointed out, hides and obscures, in the name of scientific objectivity, the experience and response of colonized cultures, ‘a mode whose adequacy has been undermined by five hundred years of Western domination of other parts of the world’. His thesis was a conscious effort to transcend this foundational disability in the Human Sciences.  

At Cape Town, Kwenda specialised in comparative religion, the indigenous religions of Africa and Christianity in Africa. His research focused on the search for an Africa-friendly theory of religion, and ancestral ethics in Southern Africa. Dr. Kwenda is remembered at UCT as a brilliant teacher, inspiring supervisor, effective administrator, and valued friend. He was also a global presence, participating in conferences of the International Network for Interreligious and Intercultural Education in Utrecht, the International Association for the History of Religions in Mexico City, and the meetings on religion and globalization in Farmington, Maine, as well as holding a Mandela Fellowship at Harvard University during 2000-2001. In his publications and conference presentations, Chirevo Kwenda was the master of the revealing phrase—‘pedagogy depends on spirals of learning’, ‘social cohesion depends on cultural justice’, ‘religion is giving and receiving’, ‘African traditional religion is deal-making’—that condensed powerful insight and lingered in ongoing reflection and conversation. Chirevo Kwenda is remembered by his colleagues not only for his valuable scholarly contributions but also for being a wise, compassionate and inspiring human being.

His sudden death was a big shock to his wife Rosemary and children. His wife wrote: ‘He was sick as from 4pm and by 9pm he was gone. I dont even have words to say he left me without saying good bye or tell me how I should go on with life with the kids’. He also left several manuscripts, academic, autobiographic, literary and other that he was preparing for publication.

His publications include:

2 Cf. http://surface.syr.edu/rel_etd/49/
AASR-NORTH AMERICA
PANELS & MEETING
AT THE AAR/SBL ANNUAL MEETINGS,
BALTIMORE, USA, NOVEMBER 23-26, 2013

23 November 2013, 4:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Room: Stadium Ballroom 1 - Marriott Baltimore Inner Harbor
Theme: Sacred Texts and Pedagogy: Teaching Sacred Texts in Islam and Christianity has religious and social impact and implications. Reciprocally, society impacts the efficacious teaching of sacred texts for religious purposes. This panel reflects on various contexts in which sacred texts are taught, the significance of that pedagogy for differing age groups, and the politics of reception in academic and religious arenas. It offers an opportunity to track these issues comparatively or separately for the Qur’an, the Hebrew Bible, and the Christian Scriptures.
Presiding: Althea Spencer Miller, Drew University
Panelists:
= Mark Osama Ighile, Redeemer’s University, Mowe Nigeria: Literature and the African’s Expression of the Bible (30 min)
= Yushau Sodiq, Texas Christian University, How Do the Africans Respond to Global Islamophobia? (30 min)
= Mary Nyangweso Wangila, East Carolina University, Challenges of Teaching and Researching Religions in Africa (30 min)

24 November 2013, 9:00 AM to 11:30 AM
Room: 345 - Convention Center
Theme: Migrations: Internal and Global: Migrations both internal and global have disruptive effects not only on the communities being torn apart but also the new host communities into which they are being received. This panel reflects on and poses pertinent questions to the contemporary discussion on these movements, north and south, but also on internally displaced people, with special attention to issues of identity and personhood as it imagines the role of religion and faith based organizations in the building of new peacable communities.
Presiding: Teresia Hinga, Santa Clara University
Panelists:
= Esther Acolatse, Duke University, (25 min)
= Nasir M. Baba, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, (25 min)
= Ebenezer Obiri-Addo, Drew University, Panelist (25 min)
= Damaris Partisau, Egerton University, Panelist (25 min)
= Simangaliso Kumal, University of KwaZulu/Natal, Panelist (25 min)
Discussion (25 min)
24 November, 2013, 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM,  
Room: Stadium Ballroom 1 - Marriott Baltimore Inner Harbor  
AASR-NA Business Meeting  
Afe Adogame Presiding

Agenda  
1. Welcome and Introduction  
2. Adoption of minutes of last meeting  
3. Matters Arising  
4. Adoption of Agenda  
5. Reports: a. General Secretary; b. Treasurer; c. Web Specialist; d. Regional/National Representatives  
6. AASR Cape Town Conference Professors Abdulkader Tayob and Madipoane Co-Chairs  
7. AASR Bulletin, E-Journal and other publication matters  
8. Membership  
9. AOB  
10. Closing

Dinner at Tabor Ethiopian Restaurant 225 W. Mulberry Street, (410), 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM

PICTURES OF THE PAST

KATHLEEN WICKER HONORED  
23 NOVEMBER 2010

Kathleen Wicker served as AASR Representative for North America from 2005 to 2010. During the dinner after the AASR-NA panels and meeting at the AAR/SBL convention, at Atlanta, Georgia, 20-23 November 2010, she was honored for her excellent service to the AASR by taking care that AASR-NA members again faithfully paid their annual membership fees of US$ 60 per annum, thereby considerably strengthening AASR finances, and by strengthening ties between AASR and AAR/SBL, and organising AASR panels at their annual conventions.
Jacob Olupona presents a gift to outgoing North American Representative Kathleen Wicker

Standing back row from left to right: Eugene Uzukwu, Cynthia Hoeler-Fatton, Diane Diake, Tapiwa Mucherera, Elias Bongmba, ( ), 3 ( ), Mika Vähäkangas, Samuel Kip Elolia, Danoya Luguda. Standing middle row: Rachel Schneider, ( ), Sodiq Yushau, Robert Baum, Simeon Illesanmi, ( ), Enoch Gbagedesin, Elochukwu, ( ). Front row sitting: ( ), ( ). Jacob Olupona, Esther Acolatse, Teresia Hinga, Kathleen Wicker, Lilian Dube, Mari-Anna Pöntinen

3 ( ) = unidentified. Identifications are most welcome.
CALLS FOR PAPERS

PUBLIC RELIGION AND ISSUES OF HOMOSEXUALITY IN CONTEMPORARY AFRICA

to be edited by

Ezra Chitando (University of Zimbabwe) &
Adriaan van Klinken (University of Leeds)

Issues of same-sex relationships and gay and lesbian rights are subject of public and political controversy in many African societies today. Frequently, these controversies receive widespread attention both locally and globally. The Anti-Homosexuality Bill currently pending in the Ugandan parliament is a well-known example, but many other examples could be given. In the international media, these cases tend to be presented as revealing a deeplyrooted homophobia in Africa fuelled by religious and cultural traditions on the continent. But so far little energy is expended in understanding these controversies in all their complexity and the critical role religion plays in them. This book volume seeks to address this gap and to enhance such an understanding, exploring issues of religion and homosexuality from various disciplinary perspectives, including religious studies, anthropology and theology, informed by critical social and cultural theory such as post-colonial and queer perspectives.

As editors we share, on the one hand, a concern about the apparent rise of anti-homosexual rhetoric and politics in African contexts, and on the other hand about the image of a generally homophobic Africa that is popular in the West (Awondo, Geschiere & Reid 2012). Through this book project we aim to explore how and why issues related to homosexuality recently have become so central in public and political debates in Africa, examining the trajectories of the ‘politicisation’ of the issue (Awondo 2010) in different countries in relation to both global discourses and politics and local social, cultural and political factors and developments. The project particularly examines the role of religion (religious beliefs, worldviews and sensitivities, sacred texts, religious leaders and organisations, faith communities, faith-based activism, etcetera) in these dynamics—a role that most likely is more ambiguous and multifaceted than often is suggested. We propose a focus on the notion of ‘public religion’, as this enables an analysis of the conflation of religion with politics and public life that is characteristic of the configuration of religion—specifically the major religions, Christianity, Islam and traditional or indigenous religions—in contemporary African societies (Ellis & Ter Haar 2007; Englund 2011) and that is clearly reflected in the debates about homosexuality. Not only does the notion of public religion mean that religion in Africa is highly visible in public and political spheres, but also that it relates in
dynamic and complex ways to secular regimes of knowledge, power and politics both nationally and globally—something that is particularly relevant to the contemporary debates about issues related to homosexuality in Africa (Van Klinken 2013; Togarasei & Chitando 2011).

We envision this project as contributing, on the one hand, to the critical analysis and deconstruction of the various myths and popular perceptions—both in Africa and in the West—concerning homosexuality and religion in Africa, and of the local and global dynamics of power in which African debates on the issue are entangled, and on the other hand, to the rethinking of issues of homosexuality from African religious perspectives in relation to broader questions of human rights and social justice (Epprecht 2013).

As editors we solicit papers that either present case studies on public religion and controversies about homosexuality in specific African countries, or explore key themes and perspectives relevant to the understanding of dynamics and debates concerning religion and homosexuality in Africa more generally. We consider young African scholars as important contributors to the proposed debate and would like to encourage them to submit a proposal.

The book is likely to be published in the new Ashgate series Religion in Modern Africa edited by Professor James L. Cox (University of Edinburgh) and Professor Gerrie ter Haar (Institute of Social Studies, The Hague).

**Submitting a proposal**

Proposals for contributions can be submitted to the editors (see email addresses below) until 31 October 2013. Proposals should include the title, an abstract (400-500 words) and a biographic statement indicating the author’s affiliation, research interests and key publications (100 words). Authors will be informed about acceptance by November 2013. The deadline for full versions of articles will be July 2014, after which they will go through a process of review and revision.

**The editors**

= Ezra Chitando is Professor of Religious Studies in the Department of Religious Studies, Classics and Philosophy of the University of Zimbabwe. He also serves as theological consultant for the Ecumenical HIV and AIDS Initiative in Africa (EHAIA) of the World Council of Churches. He has widely published on religion in Africa, in recent years mostly focusing on issues of religion and HIV/AIDS and religion and masculinities. Email: chitsa21@yahoo.com.

= Adriaan van Klinken is Lecturer in African Christianity in the School of Philosophy, Religion and History of Science at the University of Leeds (UK). His research focuses on Christianity and issues of gender, (homo)sexuality and public life in Africa. He recently published Transforming Masculinities in African Christianity: Gender Controversies in Times of AIDS (Ashgate 2013). Email: a.vanKlinken@leeds.ac.uk.
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CALL FOR PROPOSALS

RETHINKING VIOLENCE, RECONSTRUCTION, AND RECONCILIATION

57TH ASA ANNUAL MEETING
NOVEMBER 20-23, 2014
JW MARRIOTT INDIANAPOLIS HOTEL
INDIANAPOLIS, USA

DEADLINE FOR PROPOSAL SUBMISSION: March 15, 2014
PROGRAM CHAIRS: Odile Cazenave, Boston University; Clifton Crais, Emory University

ABOUT THE MEETING
We are soliciting proposals for papers, panels, and roundtables. Presentations may focus on the theme of “Rethinking Violence, Reconstruction, and Reconciliation” or on broader social science, humanities, and applied themes relating to Africa. We strongly encourage the submission of formed panels. You can find more information on the theme and the guidelines for proposals at the ASA website.
HOW TO SUBMIT A PROPOSAL
Instructions for submitting proposals can be found online on the ASA website:
http://www.africanstudies.org/annual-meetings/call-for-proposals

PLEASE NOTE: If your proposal is accepted, the conference pre-registration fee must be paid by May 1, 2014 by ALL participants. Payment of the pre-registration fee will result in a final acceptance. Failure to pay the pre-registration fee by May 1, 2014, will result in an automatic rejection.

JOIN THE ASA OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
Join the ASA or renew your membership. ASA membership can be purchased through Cambridge University Press. If you have any difficulties registering, please contact Cambridge at usmemberservices@cambridge.org.

ABOUT THE AFRICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION
Established in 1957, the African Studies Association is the largest organization in the world devoted to enhancing the exchange of information about Africa. Our members include scholars, students, teachers, activists, development professionals, policy makers, donors and many others. We encourage interdisciplinary interactions with Africa. We provide access to pathbreaking research and key debates in African studies. We bring together people with scholarly and other interests in Africa through our annual meeting and seek to broaden professional opportunities in the field of African studies. The organization publishes two leading interdisciplinary journals on Africa, African Studies Review and History in Africa and promotes an informed understanding of Africa to the public and in educational institutions as well as to businesses, media, and other communities that have interests in Africa.

For general questions regarding the meeting and/or registration please contact members@africanstudies.org. For questions regarding the submission process, guidelines, or program theme please contact asameeting2014@gmail.com.
CALL FOR AFRICA-RELATED PAPERS, PANELS & ROUNDTABLES AT AAR, NOV. 22-25, 2014, SAN DIEGO, USA

The AAR will meet in San Diego from Saturday, Nov. 22 to Tuesday, Nov. 25, 2014. The AAR’s African Religions Group seeks papers for panels or roundtables on (1) religious dimensions of violence in Rwanda and the DRC, (2) religious dimensions of international development and climate change, (3) LGBTIQ women in Africa, (4) mental health and religion in Africa, (5) African religions and agriculture, and (6) aspects of law, ethics, and religion in relation to homophobia on the continent. For the full CfP, visit http://papers.aarweb.org/content/african-religions-group

The deadline for proposals is 5:00 p.m. EST, Monday, March 3, 2014. Directions for submitting proposals may be found at http://papers.aarweb.org/content/general-call-instructions

Please contact Joseph Hellweg (jhellweg@fsu.edu) and/or Mary Nyangweso (wangilam@ecu.edu) with any questions you might have.

PERSONS & POSTS

Frans (P.F.J.) Dokman, stafmember of the Centre for World Christianity and Interreligious Studies of Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, was granted the PhD degree by Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, after he had successfully defended his thesis De zevende dimensie: De rol van religie binnen internationaal management [The Seventh Dimension: Religion’s Role in International Management] (Leidschendam: Uitgeverij Quist) on September 11, 2013. On October 1, 2013, Frans was appointed Director of NIM, the Nijmegen Centre for Non-Western Christianity, Interreli-
gious Relations and Mission, as successor to Prof. Frans Wijsen who has been appointed Dean of the Faculty of Theology of Radboud University.

Correction: Mrs. Oluwatoyin Sanusi MA, Senior Lecturer at Kwara College of Education, Ilorin, Nigeria, whose AASR membership registration was published as Sanusi, Oluwatoyin, PhD, Mrs, in AASR Bulletin 38 (May 2013): p. 23, has not yet been awarded a PhD. In 2012 she started on her PhD.

Jan G. Platvoet, AASR Assistant Webmaster, has been nominated IAHR Life Honorary Member. His name will shortly be added to: http://www.iahr.dk/honorary.php. He is the third scholar of the religions of Africa to be added to the list of IAHR Life Honorary Members. Earlier nominees were Prof. J. Omosade Awolalu, retired from Ibadan University; and Prof. G. C. (Pippin) Oosthuizen, formerly of the University of KwaZulu/Natal, who died on 21st March 2010 (cf. AASR Bulletin 32: 16-19).

NEW AASR MEMBERS

Acolatse, Esther, Ph.D. AASR Representative for North America
2. Assistant Professor of the Practice of Pastoral Theology and World Christianity
3. Duke University Divinity School, Box 90967, Durham, NC 27708, USA
4. Phone: +1.9196603573
5. E-mail: eacolatse@div.duke.edu; webpage: http://divinity.duke.edu/academics/faculty/esther-acolatse
6. BA (Hons.), Double Major-Psychology and Religions (1989, University of Ghana, 1989 Legon, Ghana); MA in Theological Studies, Degree Program in Religion and Society (1992, Harvard University, Cambridge [MA], USA); PhD, Degree Program in Pastoral Theology, Practical Theology Department (2002, Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton [NJ], USA)
7. Pastoral Theology, Care and Counseling/Christianity in Global Perspective
8. Practical Theology, Pastoral Theology, Cross Cultural Pastoral Care and Counseling, Pastoral Care and Gender Issues, Psychology of Religion, Christianity as a non-western Religion, Pneumatology/Pentecostal Charismatic Studies/Demonology
9. Society for Pastoral Theology; American Academy of Religion; Association of Practical Theology; Yale-Edinburgh Group for the Study of Christianity in a Non-Western World; Circle of Concerned African Women Theologians

Ayankeye, Stephen Oladele, Ph.D
2. Senior Lecturer (2011)
3. Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary, P.M B. 4008, Ogbomoso, Nigeria
4. Phone: +2348028897122 +2348028897122 FREE (mobile); +233241720870 +233241720870 FREE (mobile)
5. E-mail: deleayankeye@gmail.com; stephenoayankeye@yahoo.com
6. Bachelor of Theology (B.Th.) (1991, Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary, Ogbomoso in affiliation with Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky); Master of Theology (M.Th.) (1998, Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary, Ogbomoso, in affiliation with Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky); Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) (2006, Nigerian Baptist Theological Seminary, Ogbomoso); Master of Arts ( in view: June 2012-October 2014: Dept. for the Study of Religions, University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana)
7. Pastoral Care & Counselling; Marriage & Family Counselling; Psychology of Religion; Philosophy of Religion; Christian Ethics; Systematic Theology
8. Care and Counselling; Crisis Intervention; Religion and African Cultural Studies
9. Member, International Council for Higher Education, West Africa (2008-date); Member, West African Association of Theological Institutions (2010-date); Member, Counselling Association of Nigeria (CASSON), Oyo State Branch (2011-date); Member, Counselling Association of Nigeria (CÁSSON), National Body (2012-date)
= 2013, ‘Pastoral Care Functional Approach as Panacea for Involuntary Childlessness among Christian Couples in Africa’, in Journal of Arts and Humanities (JAH) 2, 6: 97-104

Chita, Joseph, MA.Ed. - Religious Studies
2. Lecturer
3. The University of Zambia, School of Education, Department of Religious Studies, Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia
4. Phone: +260-211-291381; +260-211-291381 FREE (office); +260-977-474795; +260-977-474795 FREE (cell phone)
5. E-mail: joseph.chita@unza.zm (institutional); chonochitajoseph@gmail.com (private); webpage: www.unza.zm
7. Research Methods in Religious Studies
8. Trends in Religious Studies; Comparative Education; Educational Research Methodologies
9. Southern African Comparative and History of Education Society (SACHES); Organisation for Social Science Research in Eastern and Southern Africa (OSSREA) Zambia Chapter

Joziasse, Heleen, MTh, Rev.
2. Lecturer
3. St. Paul’s University, Private Bag, 00217 Limuru, Kenya
4. Phone: +254 718200959
5. E-mail: Jansenjoziasse@gmail.com; hjoziasse@spu.ac.ke
6. MA in Theology (1992, Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
7. Systematic Theology, Gender and Theology, African Women’s Theologies
8. Christology and Gender
9. Member of the Circle of Concerned African Women Theologians, St. Paul's Chapter,
10. = 2010 (with Esther Mombo), ‘He is Every Wonderful Thing to Me: Christology and the Experiences of Women in Theology and Ministry’, in Journal of Contextual Theology 16, 2: 169-190
   = 2011 (ed. with Esther Mombo, Esther), If You Have No Voice, Just Sing!: Narratives of Women’s Lives and Theological Education at St. Paul’s University. Limuru: Zapf Chancery

Jansen, Willem Johannes Evert, MTh, Rev.
2. Lecturer in Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations (ICMR)
3. St. Paul's University, Private Bag 00217, Limuru, Kenya
4. Phone: +254202020505; Mobile +254718200468
5. E-mail: wjansen@spu.ac.ke; jansenjoziasse@yahoo.com
6. BD (????, Kampen University); MTh (1992, Free University, Amsterdam); currently PhD-student at Tilburg University
7. ICMR-courses: Introduction to Islam; Islamic Law; Islamic Theology; Religion and Human Rights; Qur'anic Studies; Qur'anic Arabic
8. Human Rights; Interreligious Dialogue; Islam
9. St. Paul's University's academic society
   = 2013, (ed. with C.B. Peter, J.M. Wandera), Mapping Eastleigh for Christian-Muslim Relations. Eastleigh: Centre for Christian-Muslim Relations in Eastleigh (CCMRE)

Masenya (ngwan'a Mphahlele), Madipoane, PhD
2. Professor of Old Testament Studies
3. Dept. of Biblical and Ancient Studies, University of South Africa, Box 392 0003, Unisa, Pretoria, Republic of South Africa
4. Phone: +27 12 429 4863 +27 12 429 4863 FREE (office); +27 12 327 1770 +27 12 327 1770 FREE (home); Fax number: +27 12 429 4570 (office); Cellular: +27 82 318 4617 +27 82 318 4617 FREE
5. E-mail: masenmj@unisa.ac.za
6. BA (Hons) (1981, University of the North); HED (1984, Unisa); MA (1989, Unisa); D.Litt et Phil (1996, Unisa)
7. Old Testament Studies
8. OT in African contexts; Bible and gender; Biblical Wisdom Literature
9. Member of: Old Testament Society of Southern Africa; Society of Biblical Literature; Circle of Concerned African Women Theologians; International Association of Black Religions and Spiritualities; member of: Editorial Board of Theologia Viatorium; Black Theology International; member of: Committee of the SBL Section of the Israelite Wisdom and Cognate Traditions; Committee of the SBL Section on African Biblical Hermeneutics
   = 2010, ‘All from the Same Source?: Deconstructing a (Male) Anthropocentric Reading of Job (3) through an Eco-bosadi Lens’, in Journal of Theology in Southern Africa 137: 46-60
Mesaki, Simeon, PhD
2. Retired Senior Lecturer
3. Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology, University of Dar es Salaam, P.O. Box 35025, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
4. Phone: +055 (22) 713 40 76 25
5. E-mail: simeonmesaki@yahoo.com
6. BA Sociology and Political Science (1971, University of Dar es Salaam); MA Sociology (1975, University of Dar es Salaam); Ph D Anthropology (1993, University of Minnesota USA)
7. Anthropology; Sociology; religion; witchcraft
8. Witchcraft; religion; gerontology
9. –

Mwale, Nelly, MA.Ed -Religious Studies
2. Lecturer in Indigenous Religions in Southern Africa
3. The University of Zambia, School of Education, Department of Religious Studies, Box 32379, Lusaka
4. Phone: +260-211-291381 +260-211-291381 FREE , +260-977-703928 +260-977-703928 FREE
5. E-mail: nelly.mwale@unza.zm (institutional); nelmwa@gmail.com (private)
7. Indigenous Religious in Southern Africa;, Religion & Politics; Church History
8. Church History; Religion and Education; African Religions; Theology and the interface between Religion and Politics
10. –

Nyanto, Salvatory Stephen, MA
2. Assistant Lecturer in History; PhD student
3. Department of History and Archaeology, College of Arts and Social Sciences, University of Dar es Salaam, P.O.Box 35050, Dar es Salaam-Tanzania; Department of History, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, The University of Iowa, 280 Schaeffer Hall, Iowa City, Iowa 52242-1409, USA
4. Email: snyanto@udsm.ac.tz ; salvatory-nyanto@uiowa.edu
5. Phone: +255.756869096; +255.715869096 (Tanzania); +1.3199365271 (USA)
6. BA History & Archaeology (2009, University of Dar es Salaam); MA History (2012, University of Dar es Salaam) PhD History student at University of Iowa, USA, since 2013
7. Religions in Africa and World Religions (ATRs, Christianity & Islam); Philosophies and Methodologies of History; History of Tanzania; History of South Africa and Cultural Heritage Management
8. African Traditional Religions (ATRs); Christianity, Islam and Cultural Heritage Management with special interest in religious built heritage assets and centralised States
9. none
10. none yet

**Oladiti, Abiodun Akeem, Ph.D**
2. Senior Lecturer
3. Dept. of General Studies Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Ogbomoso, Oyo State, Nigeria
4. Phone: 234-80-544-20-675
5. E-mail: akladiti@yahoo.com (private); aaoladiti@lautech.edu.ng (institutional)
7. Social and Cultural Studies
8. Social and Cultural History
[The article focuses on present-day theological trends. Its point of departure is Charles Taylor being awarded with the Templeton Prize in 2007. It links his idea of the postmodern spiritual tendency of ‘enchantment’ as a closure of modernity’s exclusive humanism to Peter Berger’s reproach of civil religion. It pleads for a non-fundamentalist and non-populist post-secular spirituality which concurs with post-theism, a de-centring of the power of institutional religion and the enhancement of a biblical hermeneutics that does not emphasise a proposition-like and moral code-like reading strategy. The article is aimed at a spirituality of living faith in light of ancient biblical and confessional life stories.]


[Since its arrival in Yorubaland, Islam has spread like burning fire during harmattan. Many factors were considered and one that has not been given much attention is the role the traditional rulers played. Many kings were (and are still now) believed to be the chief priests of their domains and custodians of their traditional local culture. This is not in line with the teaching of Islam which preaches absolute tawhid (monotheism), hence this factor has been neglected by some Muslim historians. Some of these royal fathers, whether they embraced Islam or not, have impacted the spread of the religion within their domains. This paper thus examines the roles played by these traditional rulers in the spread of Islam in Yorubaland with particular reference to Osun State. It explores the relationship between the rulers and their respective Muslim communities, and the impact they had on Islam and traditional society.]

[This paper is an exposition of the emigration of the Prophet (S.A.W) from Makkah to Madinah and its relevance to modern day phenomenon viz personal and national security. It delves into the circumstances that led to the emigration of some earlier prophets but with particular reference to that of Prophet Muhammad. The paper observes that though a flight from a place to another may be a strategy for security purposes, some
measures have to be taken toward achieving this, or else, it may amount to insecurity. Contrary to the view that Islam was spread by sword, the hijrah confirmed that the Prophet only resorted to fight the enemies as the last option for the security of the religion and its adherents. It then concludes that no matter how security conscious a nation is, Allah is the Chief Security Officer who protects any person and nation when all other sources have been exhausted."


[During a short stay in Berlin in 2008, I examined the papers of the explorer Gustav Nachtigal, an undertaking I had in mind since writing my thesis on the Fur of Darfur. My main interest was to gain an impression of the material relating to Darfur.]


[Kwame Bediako of the Akrofi-Christaller Memorial Institute of Theology, Mission and Culture based in Akropong-Akwapim in Ghana, was a stalwart in the field of African Christianity and Theology. He was called home to glory in June 2008 at the age of 63 years. Converted from atheism whilst studying for a doctorate degree in French and African literature at the University of Bordeaux in France, Bediako embraced a conservative evangelical faith. He went on to do a second PhD in Theology under the tutelage of Andrew F. Walls in Aberdeen. Bediako returned to Ghana in 1984 to found the then Akrofi-Christaller Memorial Center for Mission Research and Applied Theology. Through that initiative, now a fully accredited tertiary theological educational institute, Bediako pioneered a new way of doing theology through his emphasis on mother-tongue hermeneutics, oral or grassroots theology, and the study of primal religions as the sub-structure of Christian expression in the majority Two Thirds World. These ideas are outlined in his major publications, Theology and Identity, Christianity in Africa, Jesus of Africa, and the many forceful and insightful articles scattered in local and international journals in religion and theology. For many years to come, although living in glory, Bediako’s evangelical intellectual heritage will continue as a leading reference point for all those seeking to understand Africa’s place in the history of world Christianity.]


[The rise of immigrant churches and African-led churches in the Diaspora is one of the most important developments to occur in world mission at the end of the 20th century. Most of these churches are made up of Africans who felt left out in the historic churches of the West. A number of these are of Pentecostal/charismatic persuasion and have developed into some of the most dynamic religious communities in the countries where they exist. Additionally, a new type of African-led church has emerged in the diaspora in Europe. This article is a case study of two well-known African diaspora mega-
churches in Europe, the Church of the Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for all Nations based in Kyiv, Ukraine led by Sunday Adelaja, and the London-based Kingsway International Christian Center led by Matthew Ashimolowo. Using the conversion narratives of the born-again experience and the subsequent redemptive uplifts that people testify to have experienced through these churches, the article discusses the importance of these developments within the context of mission and migration in the diaspora.


In his efforts to communicate his research on African ‘tradition’, more specifically oral texts, Hampâté Bâ was faced with a choice of languages and alphabets. Much of his work appeared only in French, the language of his main formal education and administrative training. In collaboration with several French colonial scholar-administrators (Henri Gaden, Colonel R. Figaret, and Gilbert Vieillard) Hampâté Bâ eventually developed a system for writing his native Fulfulde in Roman characters. However for his own Fulfulde religious poetry (‘mes seules oeuvres de “creation”’), Hampâté Bâ used Ajami (Arabic letters representing non-Arabic languages), a writing system that he also promoted as a medium of wider Fulbe literacy.


[A vibrant debate in the field of transitional justice concerns the relative ability of global, national, and local mechanisms to promote justice after violent conflict. Discussion largely focuses on more formal mechanisms of justice (courts, tribunals, or truth commissions), implying that state institutions and the law are solely responsible for shaping the process of social healing. This article suggests that scholars should take seriously more informal, socio-cultural processes outside the purview of the state, particularly for how they promote social reconstruction at the micro level. Examining the phenomena of spirit possession and ritual cleansing in northern Uganda, I illustrate how such efforts are expressions of injustice and reflect ordinary people’s attempts to seek moral renewal and social repair. This approach is particularly illustrative in cases where ‘intimate enemies’ exist – that is, settings where ordinary people who engaged in violence against one another must live together again.]


[In this article I reflect on thirty-years of conducting field research in the Diola communities of southwestern Senegal. Initially this work was a community religious and historical study, but it gradually shifted to a focus on the history of Diola prophetism, most notably women prophets in the twentieth century. During that time, I shifted from an unmarried youth of twenty-two to a middle-aged married man. This article examines the continual intersection of the shift from a community religious history, including women’s fertility shrines, to a study of women prophets whose followers included men and
women. Assumptions about my place within the communities gradually changed as people got to know me and as aging changed my social status. Complicating this picture is the dramatic erosion of Diola social norms since the 1970s, which have created far greater fluidity to gender relations in Diola townships and among Diola in urban areas.]


Becker, Felicitas, 2006, ‘Rural Islamism during the “War on Terror”: A Tanzanian Case Study’, in African Affairs 105: 583-603


[This volume explores how AIDS is understood, confronted and lived with through religious ideas and practices, and how these, in turn, are reinterpreted and changed by the experience of AIDS. Examining the social production, and productivity, of AIDS - linking bodily and spiritual experiences, and religious, medical, political and economic discourses - the papers counter simplified notions of causal effects of AIDS on religion (or vice versa). Instead, they display people’s resourcefulness in their struggle to move ahead in spite of adversity. This relativises the vision of doom widely associated with the African AIDS epidemic; and it allows to see AIDS, instead of a singular event, as the culmination of a century-long process of changing livelihoods, bodily well-being and spiritual imaginaries.]


[Western thought has influenced the way that religion is understood. Western philosophy supported the separation between the sacred and the profane. Modernism, focusing on human rationality, reduced religion to a set of correctly formulated dogmas and doctrines. Western thought, dominated by Christianity, created a hierarchical structure of world religions through a theology of religions. Can an African understanding of religion make a contribution to the understanding of what religion is? Such a question requires an African understanding of religion, as well as an understanding of African religion. From an African perspective, religion emphasises the human effort to systematise, in society, the continuation of a religious experience relevant to a specific context. Tradition, expressed in rituals and ethics, becomes the social expression of these religious experiences. African religion tends not to differentiate the transcendental from the earthly. African scholars do not present one unified understanding of religion. Some scholars would even argue that an African understanding is nothing more than an internalised form of Western perspectives. To characterise African Traditional Religion as a separate type of religion minimises the contribution that an African understanding can make to religion.]


[Facing a Pandemic traces the history and spread of the HIV/AIDS virus in Africa and its impact on African society and public policy before considering new priorities needed to combat the pandemic. The central argument is that the theological motif of the image of God invites a prophetic critique of the social environment in which HIV/AIDS thrives and calls for a praxis of love and compassion.]


[This article discusses the relations between religion and politics on the basis of fieldwork conducted since 1993 in Mali, in the neighbourhood of Bankoni, in the suburbs of Bamako. The development of different religious movements in this urban area was observed between 2000 and 2005, in days when the affiliation to a religious association was presented by individuals themselves as a solution to ‘disorder’ and to the transformation of social relationships. Actually, the local religious configuration is nowadays characterized by the interdependency of competing religious movements, Islamic and
coming from a ‘traditional religion’ background, whose elites offer both an interpreta-
tion of the social and economic turmoil experienced by very impoverished populations,
and a new ordering of the space of everyday life and of social relationships. The analy-
ysis highlights the practical and symbolic constructions elaborated by the faithful of the
diverse religious movements, who select and reinvest elements of the religious tradi-
tions that they have embraced.

Bouron, Jean-Marie, 2010, ‘Être catéchiste en Haute-Volta à la fin de la période coloniale:
Affirmation d’un personnage prosélyte, transformation d’une personnalité sociale’, in
Social Sciences and Missions 23, 2: 187-227

[In spite of the historiography not recognising them adequately, catechists were central
to the missionary activity in Upper Volta. Integrated into apostolic strategies, they be-
came paragons of Catholic evangelization. Their pastoral prerogatives allowed them to
build a real aura for themselves among the population. But the social environment and
the conditions of their office undermined their exemplary reputation. Though the White
Fathers tried to overcome the setbacks their auxiliaries experienced, it was the emer-
gence of a new historical context in the 1950s announcing the end of the missionary era,
which compromised the prestige of the catechists.]

Brégand, Denise, 2006, ‘La Ahmadiyya au Bénin’, in Archives de sciences sociales des
religions [En ligne], no. 135: 73-90; PDF at: http://assr.revues.org/3737

Brégand, Denise, 2009, ‘Du soufisme au réformisme: la trajectoire de Mohamed Habib,
imam à Cotonou’, in Politique Africaine no. 116 (décembre 2009): 121-142

[This article deals with the story life of a reformist Islamic scholar, el Hadj Ibrahim Ha-
bib, who was appointed imam of the Zongo Mosque in Cotonou by his father, the
cheikh of the Tidjaniyya Sufi order. This young imam has developed new tools of com-
munication and has built around him a very dynamic organization. His mosque has be-
come the centre of reformist Islam in the southern part of Benin Republic, and the da’-
wa members have been strongly involved in Islamic associations. El Hadj Habib, who
was for long absent from the country has been in the last fifteen years “reconnected” be-
fore becoming an important local notable. The complexity of the Islamic landscape in
Cotonou cannot be reduced to a dichotomy between Sufi tradition and reformist Islam.
As such, El Hadj Habib is a good example of possible links between Sufism and re-
formism which have been found in other places of the continent.]

Bridger, Nicholas J., 2009, ‘Oye-Ekiti Workshop: Creating African Christian Art in Nige-
108-110

Brisebarre, Anne-Marie, & Liliane Kuczynski (eds.) 2009, La Tabaski au Sénégal: Une fête
€30,40

Bristol, Joan Cameron, 2007, Christians, Blasphemers, and Witches: Afro-Mexican Ritual
Practice in the Seventeenth Century. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
297 pp., $24.95 (pbk)

Slavery. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press

[Brown delineates the ways in which the inevitability of death shaped the everyday
lives of enslaved West Africans in the Caribbean. Through funerary rites and ancestor
veneration the world of the dead was brought into the political arenas of the living. In
the Caribbean, multiple cultural groups fused to create the world of the slave commu-
nity. In many West African beliefs systems present in Jamaica, for example, those who no
longer existed physically certainly played a large role in everyday human life. Death
and the acknowledgment of the eventual demise of the human body led to complex
power negotiations between European colonizers, slave-masters, and the large enslaved]
population in Jamaica, who retained from their African past many beliefs about navigating life and death.


[Given that women and girls carry the heaviest burdens of the African HIV pandemic, their lived experiences should be the starting point for any pedagogy of prevention. In light of this claim, *Risky Marriage: HIV and Intimate Relationships in Tanzania* uses qualitative fieldwork with HIV positive women living in Mwanza, Tanzania to ask why marriage is an HIV risk factor. By beginning with women’s experience as a hermeneutical lens, this book seeks to establish a creative space where African women can imagine new alternatives to HIV prevention that would promote human flourishing and abundant life in African communities. The aim of this book is to listen faithfully to the lived experiences of HIV positive women and ask how their experiences can help us re-imagine Christian conceptions of marriage, sexual ethics, and health in an HIV positive world. By drawing on the unwritten texts of women’s lives, this study proposes alternative pedagogies for faith-based prevention methods and contributes to the wider interdisciplinary and theo-ethical discourse on HIV prevention and women’s health. At the same time, it makes local impact of equal importance as women in East African communities are invited to think creatively about ways to end the HIV pandemic.]

Brown, Duncan, 2009, “‘Modern Prophets, Produce a New Bible’: Christianity, Africanness and the Poetry of Nontsizi Mgqwetho”, in *Current Writing: Text and Reception in Southern Africa* 20, 2

[In this article I consider how one might approach the apparently singular figure of Nontsizi Mgqwetho, a Xhosa woman who produced an extraordinary series of Christian izibongo in newspapers in the 1920s: through what kind of language, from what critical perspective, might one think and write about her? There have been various attempts to write about Mgqwetho, and there are certain obvious possibilities in terms of approach and methodology, which I explore briefly, but I want to suggest a mode of reading which provides a richer, more engaged and more engaging understanding – one which reads with and through, rather than onto or against, her African Christian articulations.]


Burns, James, 2009, *Female Voices from an Ewe Dance-Drumming Community in Ghana: Our Music has become a Divine Spirit*. Farnham: Ashgate, 232 pp., ISBN 978 0 75466 495 6 (hbk), £27.50


[Turabi, legal scholar and Muslim Brother, whose Islamist works are read throughout the Muslim world, was advisor to the Sudanese military cabal that seized power in June 1989 and also to a circle of young Islamists who joined the putschists and provided the managerial base required to administer the Islamist movement itself. Despite the fissiparous tendencies found in a multiethnic and multireligious state, and a terrible civil war that pitted the Arab North against the African South, the military leadership and its civilian allies were determined to create an Islamic Republic of Sudan. Turabi eventually emerged from the shadows with his creation of the Popular Arab and Islamic Conference in April 1991. Using Khartoum as a venue, the Conference served from 1991
through 1996 as a rendezvous for scores of Islamist revolutionary movements and for future terrorist leaders from Osama bin Laden to Ayman al-Zawahiri. By 1994, Turabi moved to assume personal control over the nation’s political activity, dominating not just domestic but also foreign policy. This book encompasses developments in both spheres, including Sudanese support for terrorist movements; Sudan’s involvement in Somalia; its support for insurgencies in Bosnia and Yemen; and its coming to serve as a home for notorious individuals, such as Osama bin Laden and ‘Carlos the Jackal’. The book concludes with the year 2003, when President al-Bashir placed Turabi under arrest and the military reassumed control over the political life of Sudan, events that ensured the failure of Turabi’s Islamist dream.]


[While research has consistently highlighted the importance of the African-American church for individuals, couples, and families, little research has examined the benefits of church involvement from the perspectives of congregants, church staff, and the church pastor. To address this largely overlooked disparity in the research, in-depth qualitative interviews were conducted with 17 African-Americans who were regular and active members in an African-American Baptist church organization in the Midwest. This paper will explore seven recurring themes, including: (a) Fellowship; (b) Evangelism and Discipleship; (c) Positive Internal experiences; (d) Family-like Connections; (e) The Provision of Hope; (f) Extensive Community Outreach; and (g) Pastoral Love for the Church. Narratives will be offered to support and illustrate each of these themes. Implications regarding the value of creating strong partnerships between social service agencies and African-American church organizations are also provided.]


[This article invokes a paradox. Postcolonialism wishes to value the human experience in society; yet its formulations are so abstract as to distance subjective experience from its theories. If the disjunction between people’s lives and academic discourse is evident in the secular world, it is acute once a religious or spiritual dimension enters the postcolonial ambit. The article seeks to turn the secular (social) demand towards a dimension of the ‘sacred’. It seeks a sympathy between spiritual expression and literary-poetic expression.]


Chidester, David, 2008, ‘Keywords for Religion, Media and Culture’, in M. David (ed.), Keywords in Religion, Media and Culture. New York: Taylor & Francis Ltd., 83-95
Chidester, David, 2009, ‘Situating the Programmatic Interests of the History of Religions in South Africa’ [key note address, 18th IAHR Congress, Durban, South Africa, 5-12 August 2000], in Hackett & Pye 2009: 298-326


[This book covers an early phase of nineteenth century Christian missionary activities in a part of the continent, which is still poorly represented in Africanists scholarship. The study rests upon an extensive use of English, French, Swiss and Italian archives. The main thematic emphasis is political inter-action: the central role of missionaries in the genesis of modern Afro-European relations and the apparent motives of Ethiopian leaders in dealing with representatives of an alien society. A variety of missionary strategies is revealed and discussed with particular reference to two areas: attitudes towards the Ethiopian Orthodox Church; and the degree to which missions identified Christianity with European culture. In the process, it casts significant new light on internal Ethiopian developments.]


[This volume explores how African shrines, in all their variable and diverse forms, are more than just spiritual vessels or points of worship – they are powerful symbols of ethnic solidarity, group cohesion, and knowledge about the landscape. Moreover, in ways subtle and nuanced, shrines represent ideas about legitimacy and authenticity in the context of the post-colonial African state.]


[Health and healing in Africa have increasingly become subject to monetization and commodification, in short, the market. Based on fieldwork in nine countries, this volume offers different perspectives on these emerging markets and the way medical staff, patients, households and institutions navigate them in their quest for well-being.]


[This intellectual biography begins by locating Roger Bastide (1898-1974) in the general context of sociology as it developed in the generation following that of Émile Durkheim and shows how he helped broaden the original agenda by greater interest in historical factors and a closer attention to the work of ethnologists on so-called primitive societies. The major part of the study focuses on his years in Brazil and the classical work he did on Afro-Brazilian religions. His later years in Paris and his work with UNESCO show him focusing on problems of acculturation in the context of decolonialization and elaborating a subtle view of the relationship between religion and historical cultures.]


[This hitherto unpublished essay by W. E. B. Du Bois likely dates to the late autumn of 1894 or the winter of 1895. It is an early attempt by the young scholar to define for himself the contours of the situation of the Negro, or ‘Afro-American’, in the United States in the mid-1890s. It is perhaps the earliest full text expressing his nascent formulations of both the global ‘problem of the color-line’ and the sense of ‘double-consciousness’ among African Americans in North America.]


[The article investigates the way unmarried Muslim girls in contemporary Dakar construct their sexuality. It explores in what way and to what extent female sexuality is being silenced, and if any, in what way pleasure and sexual agency are present in the narratives of those girls about their intimate lives. Such an analysis is called for in relation
to understanding young people’s safe sex practices and concerns about reproductive health and HIV/AIDS. Women’s own experiences and understandings are often downplayed in studies that focus on and reproduce the dominant discourse of patriarchal control. This article shows the silencing in a male-centered construction of pre-marital sexuality in Dakar, but also reveals female pleasure and sexual agency. This multi-dimensional understanding of female sexuality of Muslim girls in Senegal provides a more dynamic insight of the power processes surrounding safe sex practices.

Engelke, Matthew, 2009, ‘Reading and Time: Two Approaches to the Materiality of Scripture’, in *Ethnos* 74, 2: 151-174

[In this article I examine Christian approaches to conceptions of time as expressed in approaches to reading the Bible. The first main focus in this effort is upon the work of Saint Augustine, whose arguments about the connections between reading and time have been, as I try to show, very influential. The second main focus is more ethnographic in nature, and comes from my work in Zimbabwe on a small group of apostolic Christians whose views differ significantly from Augustine. These two cases are framed by some more general remarks on Christian temporalities, as well as a call for the newly-emerging interest in the anthropology of Christianity to take note of more general work on literacy and the ethnography of reading.]


[Using some of the most important work in Pentecostal studies as a point of departure, this article offers both a critique of and supplement to the Pentecostal literature. It focuses in particular on how we should understand the relationship between Pentecostalism and African Indepency by pushing the debates on how to frame their oft-shared desire to ‘break with the past’. Every rupture is also a realignment and how each is conceptualized and understood is a matter not only of discourse but decisions and dilemmas faced in everyday life.]


[Fusions takes the masks of West Africa’s Upper Benue River region out of the museums and private collections, where many accumulated in the twentieth century, and restores their cultural and social contexts. It argues that Benue masquerades deserve appreciation as the materialized forms taken by the thought styles of their original creators and users. Masquerades are ‘theranthropic’: they fuse characteristics of animals with those of living and dead human beings to create entities to perform the powers and dangers inherent in people’s lives.]


[The changing shape of contemporary religion is examined in this book. It looks at the new role that Pentecostal Charismatic Christianity plays in the lives of young, professional, black women who are enjoying career success and becoming part of South Africa’s new middle class. Amongst these women an interesting relationship has emerged between work and religion as they feel that the social networks and self-confidence they gain from their religious communities are as important as their spiritual experiences. But not all the women who join these churches remain, and this book explores why some women leave the churches in which they had previously felt they gained so much.]


[‘The International Expansion of Charismatic Brazilian Catholicism’. Religious expansion from the Southern to the Northern countries, which is called the missionary reflux (or reverse flow), is a phenomenon which has been much discussed in work on transnational religious mobility. This article is a contribution to this debate: it examines the expansion of charismatic Brazilian Catholicism with the arrival in Portugal of the Canção Nova community, providing some guidelines for analyzing the tensions between Portuguese Catholicism and Brazilian Catholicism.]


[In studies concerning Islam and gender in West Africa, the expertise of women in Islamic esoteric practices is often overlooked. These practices include divination, dream interpretation and prayer sessions. They are central in politics, economics and the daily life of most West Africans. Their products (such as amulets) and their practitioners (marabouts) travel to Europe, the United States, and the Middle East. In this article, I focus upon the life and work of two marabout women living in Dakar: Ndeye Meissa Ndiaye and Coumba Keita. Their position is exceptional: Islamic esoteric knowledge is a particularly male-dominated field.]


[Muslims began arriving in the New World long before the rise of the Atlantic slave trade. The first arrivals date to the turn of the sixteenth century when European explorers and colonists crossed the Atlantic in search of new horizons and trading routes. This book traces the history of Muslims in the United States and their different waves of immigration and conversion across five centuries, through colonial and antebellum America, through world wars and civil rights struggles, to the contemporary era. The book tells the often deeply moving stories of individual Muslims and their lives as immigrants and citizens within the broad context of the American religious experience, showing how that experience has been integral to the evolution of American Muslim in-]
stitutions and practices. It portrays a diverse religious community and its relationship with America.

Giblin, James, & Jamie Monson (eds.) 2010, Maji Maji: Lifting the Fog of War. Leiden, etc.: Brill, xii + 326 pp., ISBN 978 90 04 18342 1 (pbk), €75, US$107

[The Maji Maji war of 1905-07 in Tanzania was the largest African rebellion against European colonialism. Using oral accounts and little-used documentary evidence, contributors offer detailed histories of districts and localities as well as groups, such as African soldiers in the German army, elephant hunters and women, whose roles in war have been neglected. The contributors examine varieties of communication during wartime, including the circulation of rumor between Africans and Germans. They also offer new insight into the most famous aspect of the war – the use of medicine which was believed to provide invulnerability.]


[Glassie seeks to understand are what it means to be an abiku child in Yoruba society; how abiku children are treated by Yoruba society; and how the abiku children feel, think, and express themselves artistically. According to Glassie, Seven-Seven and his society perceive abiku as children being destined to be gifted and become artists. During his research, Seven-Seven and various other people share with Glassie accounts of how certain abiku children are born and die and then are reborn. Seven-Seven himself told Glassie his belief that he has died six times and has returned to this earth for the seventh time. Seven-Seven perceives abiku children’s life experiences and their deaths and rebirths as divine enactments. According to Seven-Seven, he came into this world seven times as an abiku child, each time as one of a set of twins, returning to the spirits who sent him, but that this time he has managed to remain after his seventh birth to become an artist achieving international fame.]


[The Murid order, founded in Senegal in the late nineteenth century, grew into a major Sufi order during the colonial period and is now among the most recognizable of the Sufi orders in Africa. Murids have spread the voice of Islam and Africa in concert halls and on the airwaves through pop singers – especially Youssou N'Dour – and the image of Shaykh Amadu Bamba M’Backé, the founding saint of the order, often used to grace the covers of works concerning Islam, African culture, abolition, and European colonization. In this study, John Glover explores how the Murid order has navigated the intersection of two major historical forces – Islam, specifically in the contexts of reform and mysticism, and European colonization – and achieved in the process an understanding of modernity as an active participant.]


[‘Histories and fetishes of Afro-Brazilian religions: an essay in anthropological symmetrization’. Starting out from discussion of the current state of Afro-Brazilian studies, this article addresses the recently revived debate over formerly widely disseminated ideas concerning ‘the fetish’ and ‘fetishism’. It first examines how that debate has been conducted in studies of Afro-Brazilian religions, using bibliographical and field-work data on one of those religions — candomblé — to describe the native theory of the creation process which underlies that which outsiders have labelled ‘fetish’ and ‘fetishism’. Briefly, the theory holds that process of creation actualizes existing virtualities rather than producing, out of nothing, our Judaeo-Christian and capitalist cosmology.]

[The book highlights the racial and religious tensions navigated by the multicultural residents of the Brooklyn neighborhood of Crown Heights. In which an uneasy peace exists, threatened by occurrences of violence and underlying issues stemming from the differences in racial and religious worldviews. Focusing on stereotypes of ‘Blacks’ and ‘Jews’, the author explores the relationship between the Hasidic Jewish community and non-Jewish groups in the area. Through the exploration of communities such as the Black Jews in Crown Heights, the book demonstrates how identity construction is a fluid, dynamic process, vital to community formation and co-existence.]


[Diasporic Africa presents recent research on the history and experiences of people of African descent outside of the African continent. By incorporating Europe and North Africa as well as North America, Latin America, and the Caribbean, this reader shifts the discourse on the African diaspora away from its focus solely on the Americas, underscoring the fact that much of the movement of people of African descent took place in Old World contexts. This broader view allows for a more comprehensive approach to the study of the African diaspora. The volume provides an overview of African diaspora studies and features as a major concern a rigorous interrogation of ‘identity’. Other primary themes include contributions to western civilization, from religion, music, and sports to agricultural production and medicine, as well as the way in which our understanding of the African diaspora fits into larger studies of transnational phenomena.]


[In line with old ethnographic references, twins and albinos are still seen, in southern Mozambique, as the result and the cause of cosmic calamities. They were struck by lightning bolts inside their pregnant mothers, and they will dry the land unless they are buried under special conditions, or just ‘vanish’ from the Earth. The special conditions imposed on their lives and deaths were extrapolated, in recent decades, to depict an unexpected category of people: the political prisoners who vanished from colonial jails, or were sent by the post-independence state to ‘re-education camps.’ However, this was not the case of the ‘unproductive’ urbanites who disappeared under domestic exile in the Niassa region. The beliefs about twins and albinos were used in order to express a local moral statement about political power: it is socially threatening to jeopardise the established power; but it is illicit, for a legitimate power, to take unfair decisions about the people under its responsibility.]


[The first part of the article attempts an understanding of the interpretative operations and modalities of knowledge involved in different forms of divination practised in Senegal and Gambia today. However, the focus on the question of the cognitive nature of divinatory knowledge and the person of the diviner may also lead to undervaluing the consultational properties of divination. Further decentring its initial cognitive outlook, the second part of the article addresses the question of how to understand the fact that within the divinatory discourse itself it is not the diviner but the divinatory apparatus that is being addressed as the source of enunciation. Where is the source of the know-
ledge underlying and resulting from divinatory procedure to be located? And in how far is it possible to conceive of the divinatory process as being autonomous of the expertise and specialist agency of the individual diviner?]


Halloy, Arnaud, 2010, ‘Chez nous, le sang regne!’: l’apprentisage religieux dans le culte Xango de Recife (Brésil)’, in Terrain (ISSN 0760-5668) no. 55 (Septembre 2010)


[‘The case studies in this book demonstrate both the increasing uncertainty and insecurity of life in contemporary Africa and the ways that people respond including warding off and reaching out. Scapegoats are sought. Witch beliefs become elaborated as explanations of failures and malaise while witchfinding becomes a lucrative profession. Pentecostal or other fundamentalist churches burgeon as they assure people that life has meaning and better times are before them if only they believe. Suicide and insanity are other possible responses. All in all, a thought-provoking volume’ (Elizabeth Colson, University of California, Berkeley)]


[This book examines the era and influence of this extraordinary woman, who spent thirty-eight years serving as a Presbyterian missionary in Calabar, climbed trees, marched barefoot and bareheaded through the forest, declined to filter her water, and shed her Victorian petticoats. It answers questions about the public Mary Slessor but also looks at her private life. The author makes use of Slessor’s own writings and those of others of her era, reminiscences of her adopted Nigerian son, and assessments from contemporary sources. Slessor’s audacity in remote areas of Nigeria contrasted with her timidity in public meetings in Scotland. She shunned the limelight and wondered why anyone would want to know about her. Her fame continues, especially in Nigeria and Scotland. She was certain God called her to serve in Calabar, the home she claimed as her own, where she became eka kpukpuru owo, ‘everybody’s mother’.]


[Introduced languages have in much of Africa eclipsed indigenous knowledge from opportunity for homegrown development. Africans flocking to Western languages supported by numerous Western subsidies, leaves African ways of life concealed from the West. Western languages can be used to undermine the West. The inadequacy of English in Africa is illustrated by the contrast between the holistic and dualistic worldviews; English being dualistic is a poor means for expressing African holism. This makes the use of English in and for Africa inherently confusing. It is proposed that indigenous development be encouraged through challenging and encouraging African theol-
ogy on its own terms, by encouraging some Western missionaries to use African languages and resources in their task.]


[The Orthodox diaspora has, paradoxically, spread Orthodox Christianity throughout the world, but has not contributed much to Orthodox mission. Even after the third or fourth generation of immigrants, church services are generally held in the language of the countries from which the immigrants came. This is certainly true of South Africa, where most of the Orthodox immigration has been from Greece and Cyprus, with smaller groups of Russians, Serbs, Bulgarians, Lebanese and Romanians. Though there were immigrants from these countries in southern Africa in the middle of the nineteenth century, it was only at the beginning of the twentieth century that Orthodox clergy arrived and churches were built, first in Cape Town and then in Johannesburg. It was only in the twenty-first century that clergy began to be ordained locally in any numbers. The churches therefore tended to be ethnic enclaves, and apathetic towards, or even opposed to, mission and outreach to other ethnic communities.]


[Taxonomies inherited from the nineteenth century have shaped the discourse surrounding the racial identity and supposed roots of Ethiopian immigrants to Israel. Through their interactions with just a few colonial actors, some of whom were Christian missionaries, others who were Jewish Zionists, a small group of young Falashas developed an elite status in Ethiopia as the true lost Jews in Africa. While most historians specializing in the history of Ethiopia do not believe the Beta Israel are a ‘lost tribe’ of the ancient Israelites, Ethiopian immigrants have altered their self-conceptions over the past hundred years and come to see themselves as both black and Jewish. This essay offers an alternative reading of the Beta Israel narrative. It asserts that the transformation of their social identities are embedded in a political process of racialization tied to racial ideology, and both secular and religious institutions and the State. In the process of incorporation into western society, their social identities have been transmogrified from religious others in Ethiopia to coreligionists yet racial others in Israel.]


[Among the Gouro masks, Zamble, a composite animal figure, and Gù, a fine-featured woman’s face, are known to art lovers around the world. Today their profane avatars, Flali and Zaouli, are at the heart of masquerades that are much enjoyed by audiences. But this appreciation concerns only their ‘pretty’ aspects. They also have a reverse side: the disease masks, sprung from disorder, avatars of the more powerful Zaùli, described as the wild brother or husband of Zamble in the genealogical idiom employed by the Gouro when referring to the masks. These masks are central figures in rituals of inversion that express the upheavals of the time and serve as a record of these events for the Gouro. In tracking this tradition over twenty years we can see a process of resacralization.]
Loizans feel as though the town is the target of negative stereotypes and receives a disproportionately small distribution of resources and tax dollars. The author discovers the role of the beliefs and practices of religious communities in the navigation of blackness and ‘Puerto Ricaness’ in a society that rarely acknowledges the African influences in its popular culture.


[L’objectif de ce numéro de Civilisations est d’apporter un éclairage sur les relations multiples entre religion et démocratisation en Afrique. Dans les contextes semi-autoritaires qui sont au cœur de l’analyse, le rôle politique des mouvements religieux gagne en importance mais il ne semble jamais univoque. Qu’ils s’opposent au pouvoir, qu’ils le critiquent ou qu’ils le légitiment, ces mouvements fournissent aux populations locales des supports et des repères symboliques de plus en plus importants pour mettre en forme et interpréter le monde social et politique. Cependant, leur diversité croissante et leur segmentarisation rend difficile l’analyse précise de leurs orientations et de leur impact politique. La mise en lumière d’une possible correspondance entre la position sociale, la production et la réception des idéologies religieuses peut-elle constituer une méthode utile pour clarifier les relations d’intimité et d’inimité entre religion et politique ? Pour apporter des éléments de réponse, les articles réunis dans ce numéro partent d’études de cas qui illustrent les mécanismes généraux qui façonnent les relations entre religion et politique dans l’Afrique contemporaine.]


[Through an examination of the ethnographic historiography of the study of African diasporic religious cultures, the author seeks to foreground discussions on the disciplinary compatibility of religion and ethnography as important modes of excavating the meaning of African diasporic religious practices and the articulation of their multiple expressions amidst lived contexts, permeable boundaries, and shifting social milieus across the Atlantic world.]


[This comprehensive study of the impact of Islam in sub-Saharan Africa charts the historical background and archaeological evidence attesting to the spread of Islam across the Sudan, Ethiopia, Eastern Africa, Southern Africa and Nigeria. Surveying a timespan from the immediate pre-Islamic period through to the present, Timothy Insoll analyzes the processes (jihad, trade, missionary activity, prestige) by which Islam spread.]


[The static is often given prominence within much archaeological interpretation and conceptualization in relation to ritual and religion. This is potentially due to the fact that static material residues are being considered and, in turn, this static image is transferred onto the ritual practices, beliefs, and communities that generated the archaeological material. Instead some of the material encountered archaeologically might be structured by much more dynamic, fluid, and active ritual behaviors. Considering performance, movement, and bodily understandings in relation to space and material culture offers a potential mechanism to begin to explore this, and will be considered with reference to the Golib festival and the archaeology of Tallensi shrines in the Tongo Hills of the Upper East Region in Northern Ghana.]


[This research investigates the role of religion in disputing processes in Gorongosa, Mozambique, where both traditional religion and Christianity are tremendously popular. The author compares the religiously-oriented modes of disputing with the secular and formal modes of disputing advocated by government actors. The study reveals that different religions provide different normative orientations to people that strongly impact modes of disputing, not only within the religious realm but also within secular realms of disputing.]


[This article delineates the emigration story of the ‘African Hebrew Israelites of Jerusalem’, a group of African Americans who left the United States for West Africa (and then ‘Northeast Africa’) in the late 1960s. Their journey was predicated on an Afrocen-
tric sensibility, a mixture of Marcus Garvey-esque calls for an African-centered politics and claims about an ontological African alterity, the same intellectual claims that were just beginning to get codified in the American academy by scholars such as Molefi Kete Asante. These ‘African Hebrew Israelites’ represent a complicated kind of Afrocentrism, a Hebraicized version that does (and does not) conform to canonized renditions of Afrocentric thinking. Their conceptions of “the body” help to further explain their purposeful omission from broader discussions about Afrocentricity and its historical/institutional relationship to other varieties of African-centered counter-discourse.


[In the new South Africa, the promise of land restitution raised millennial-style expectations amongst dispossessed and dispersed former landholders. Partly prompted by emerging policy discourses, iconic tropes of localized cultural experience such as gravesites, initiation lodges and cattle byres acquired new significance. Because they proved what the Land Claims Commission calls ‘informal rights’ to land, they became verifiable evidence of effective possession, and thus grounds on which to claim the restoration of such land. The meaning of land, the nature of ownership and the legitimacy of its restoration were all matters contested between claimants, policy makers and human rights lawyers. Members of the African nationalist political elite, in dialogue with lawyers, cherished one set of understandings, while ordinary migrant/country-dwellers tended to hold to another. Both, however, were mediated through the new discourse on informal rights.]


[This essay describes the skills of a sand divination expert in Mali through consideration of his expert performance. It is argued that an expert diviner should be capable of establishing and maintaining the frame of his performance. In the case of the expert described in this essay, this frame encompasses a dynamic network of social relations, and comprises a complex set of economic and geographical factors. Acquiring the skills needed for managing a frame – and a team of people to support the frame – in the conditions described is a major accomplishment.]

Jones, Adam, 'Introduction', in Jones 2007: 9-13


[Focusing on initiation rituals and masked performances, the author shows how the people of the Casamance region of Senegal have used them to incorporate Islam, colonialism, capitalism, and contemporary politics into their world.]


[This article first presents the events that have constituted the narrative of Islamism in Mauritania. Then, it compares the ways in which state officials (national and foreign) are talking about Islamism in Mauritania in the post-9/11 era with earlier narratives. Today’s discourses on Islamism have historical roots that go back to the outset of the colonial era (1945-1960), eventually reactivated in the early 1990s: dichotomous categories]
that contrast a ‘local and loyal Islam’ with a ‘foreign and radical Islam’ have a long history. Finally, three research avenues are explored for a more accurate analysis of the re-appropriation of concepts like ‘Islamism’, ‘Salafism’ or ‘Wahabbism’ by local actors and networks.]


Klaits, Frederick, 2010, Death in a Church of Life: Moral Passion during Botswana’s Time of AIDS. Berkeley, etc. [CA]: University of California, 368 pages, ISBN 978 0520259669, $27.95, £19.95

[This ethnography explores the healing power of caring and intimacy in a small, closely bonded Apostolic congregation during Botswana’s HIV/AIDS pandemic. It describes how members of the Baitshepi Church make strenuous efforts to sustain loving relationships amid widespread illness and death. The author discovered Baitshepi’s distinctly maternal ethos and the ‘spiritual’ kinship embodied in the church’s nurturing fellowship practice. He shows that for Baitshepi members, Christian faith is a form of moral passion that counters practices of divination and witchcraft with redemptive hymn singing, prayer, and the use of therapeutic substances. An online audio annex makes available examples of the church members’ preaching and song.]


[While earlier studies of Zakes Mda’s The Heart of Redness have drawn attention to the way in which the novel challenges the binary opposition of past and present, traditionalism and modernity, and have expounded on the novel’s ecological theme, none have thus far examined the significance of prophecy in the novel, the mode of thought that informed the Xhosa cattle killing of the 1850s and the logic of which the narrative sets out to explore. Drawing on anthropological research on the role of the diviner-prophet in Xhosa society, this article argues that the challenge posed by the novel to binary thinking and the novel’s preoccupation with an ecological awareness converge in the notion of the prophetic as involving an interrogation of the relationship between nature and culture.]


[This article is an attempt to show how the spaces in which African Christians in Amsterdam can move are produced by the mapping of various actors and the geographies that are created based on these maps. It first situates and describes a Nigerian-initiated Pentecostal church within global cultural flows, in relation to Nigeria and in relation to the Netherlands. In the view of many African Pentecostals, Europe, and by extension the Netherlands and Amsterdam, are territories which should be won back for Jesus. I show how ‘producing the local’ is crucially important to the goals of this church and how this relates to mapping and the production of religious geographies. The last part of this paper analyses how one particular location of this church, namely the South East of Amsterdam, shows up on a very different map that pinpoints this neighbourhood as a centre of Nigerian crime. In both cases, maps turn out to be a powerful means to mobilise money and people to produce long-lasting results.]


[Using a modern prophet to a nation, Bishop David Gitari, as a lens, this book examines contrasting political initiatives and responses by Christian and Islamic leaders. It represents an unusual and exciting opposition between church and state that collapsed after Gitari retired as Archbishop, but might yet be renewed. It exposes the political mosaic of postcolonial Kenya, teasing out the considerable religious dimension of Kenyan and African politics, of which the West has lost sight.]


[African churches in diaspora frequently use mission discourses in which they seek to reach out not only to Africans but to ‘native’ populations as well. Though such discourses are sometimes followed up by praxis and incidental ‘success’, there often appears a gap between so-called ‘reversed mission’ discourse and its accompanying praxis. This article explores why this gap may exist, through a space and place related understanding of mission and a case study of the Ghanaian Seventh-day Adventists in Amsterdam. It is argued that ethnicised forms of place making, reversed mission as an identity discourse, and asymmetrical and ambivalent authority relations may account for the breach between reversed mission discourse and praxis among Ghanaian Adventists in Amsterdam and possibly the larger African Christian diaspora.]


[Le présent article se propose d’aborder la construction de la confessionnalité des structures de soins au Cameroun à partir de la constitution et de la production des réseaux de sociabilités dans le processus de recrutement des personnes qui y travaillent. L’étude a été réalisée entre 2005 et 2006 dans la province de l'Ouest et la province de l'Extrême-Nord, et les enquêtes effectuées dans douze structures de soins appartenant aux religions: catholique, protestante, adventiste et islamique. Trois d’entre elles sont situées en zone urbaine ou périurbaine, dans des quartiers marqués par une religion précise.]


[The late 19th century of the Common Era also marked the end of the 13th Islamic century, a time when millions of Muslims, especially in sub-Saharan Africa, fervently expected the arrival of a Mahdi, a ‘divinely guided one’, who would fill the world with justice and equity and defeat the enemies of Islam. The Sudanese holy man Muhammad Ahmad, proclaiming himself to be the Expected Mahdi, famously led an uprising]
against Turco-Egyptian rule that culminated in the capture of Khartoum in 1885. Following his sudden death, his successor, Khalifa Abd allahi, ruled Sudan for 13 tumultuous years from Omdurman – ‘the Mahdi’s city’ – opposite Khartoum on the Nile. A self-consciously holy city, a place of pilgrimage, Omdurman was also Sudan’s market center and political capital. Its history during this era of holy war and martyrdom reveals the complexities and compromises that accompany revolutionary times and addresses the question: How should one live day-to-day in a ‘holy city’ at the End of Time? In our contemporary world of Islamist revolt and resurgent millennialism, Omdurman’s history is particularly instructive.


[Through an ethnographic study of localizing processes in a Charismatic movement in Cameroon and Paris, the book critically explores the dialectics between ‘Pentecostalization’ and ‘Africanization’ within contemporary African Catholicism. It appears that both processes pursue, although for different purposes, the missionary policy of dismantling local cultures and religions: practices and discourses of Africanization dissect them in search of ‘authentic’ African values; Charismatic ritual on the other hand features the dramatization of the defeat of local deities and spirits by Christianity.]

[This article offers ethnographic readings of song lyrics to show that Meru’s gospel singers address moral debates not readily aired in mainline and Pentecostal-Charismatic churches. Critical of hypocrisy in the church and engaging with a wider politics of belonging and identity, Meru gospel singers weave localized ethnopoetics into their Christian music, with the effect that their politics effectively remain concealed within Meru and invisible to the national public sphere. While contesting the perceived corruption, sin and hypocrisy in everyday sociality, such Meru gospel singer groups cannot rightly be considered a local ‘counter-public’ because they still work their politics in the shadows of the churches.]

[This study investigates the hypothesis that religious and ethnic affiliations can be and are held concomitantly, but that the relative importance attached to a specific dimension cannot only vary between different groups but also fluctuate between different contexts. While religious identification may be ascriptively or prescriptively considered relatively more important in certain social settings, ethnic identification may take on prime importance in other contexts. This hypothesis is examined through an analysis of survey data of attitudes and perceptions towards identity in Ghana.]

[The papers in this book reveal that the Swahili are experiencing worsening economic, political and social conditions. Within these circumstances, Islam is invoked as a source of knowledge that not only explains the current state of life and living, but also gives directions on how to cope with and to change the situation for the better. Islam is both
what reinforces Swahili identity and a particular way of life, and at the same time, given the current international climate, further marginalizes Swahili society and culture."


[This article deals with the suffering experienced by a group of peasant Mossi (Burkina Faso) caused by the cultural transformations. Having migrated to town and converted to Pentecostalism they face certain types of sickness and find in Pentecostal theology not only leverage for their modernizing aspirations but also the means to escape from ancestral obligations. The challenge they face, however, is how to combine a degree of individualism with the risk of forfeiting group support. The Pentecostalists have set their sights on modernity but are in a quandary as to how to reach that goal.]


[Although Rwanda is among the most Christian countries in Africa, in the 1994 genocide, church buildings became the primary killing grounds. To explain why so many Christians participated in the violence, this book looks at the history of Christian engagement in Rwanda and then turns to a rich body of original national- and local-level research to argue that Rwanda’s churches have consistently allied themselves with the state and played ethnic politics. Just as Hutu politicians used the genocide of Tutsi to assert political power and crush democratic reform, church leaders supported the genocide to secure their own power.]


[This study examines the history and organization of trans-Saharan trade in western Africa using original source material. It documents the internal dynamics of a trade network system based on a case study of 'Berber' traders from the Wād Nūn region, who specialized in outfitting camel caravans in the nineteenth century. Through an examination of contracts, correspondence, fatwas and interviews with retired caravanners,
the author shows how traders used their literacy skills in Arabic and how they had recourse to experts of Islamic law to regulate their long-distance transactions. The book also examines the strategies devised by women to participate in caravan trade. By embracing a continental approach, this study bridges the divide between West African and North African studies.


[The reintegration of thousands of formerly abducted children from the Lord’s Resistance Army back to their families and communities in northern Uganda represents tremendous challenges. This volume examines cultural and religious complexities that surround young females who are now returning to the society of northern Uganda, often accompanied by their own children. Understanding the religiously and ritually rich Acholi and North Ugandan context and culture is important for the success of the ongoing reintegration. This collection consists of contributions from diverse fields, such as anthropology, psychology, moral philosophy, religious studies, and theology.]


[The conflict in Darfur began as a civil war (1987-1989) between nomadic and peasant tribes over fertile land in the south, triggered by a severe drought that had expanded the Sahara Desert by more than sixty miles in forty years. British colonial officials had artificially tribalized Darfur, dividing its population into ‘native’ and ‘settler’ tribes and creating homelands for the former at the expense of the latter. The war intensified in the 1990s when the Sudanese government tried unsuccessfully to address the problem by creating homelands for tribes without any. The involvement of opposition parties gave rise in 2003 to two rebel movements, leading to a brutal insurgency and a horrific counterinsurgency—but not to genocide, as the West has declared. Mamdani explains how the Cold War exacerbated the twenty-year civil war in neighboring Chad, creating a confrontation between Libya’s Muammar al-Qaddafi (with Soviet support) and the Reagan administration (allied with France and Israel) that spilled over into Darfur and militarized the fighting. By 2003, the war involved national, regional, and global forces, including the powerful Western lobby, who now saw it as part of the War on Terror and called for a military invasion dressed up as ‘humanitarian intervention.’]


[The present article considers the socio-political conditions and the character of the Greek Orthodox Church's missionary activities, taking Nigeria as a case of the hopes and tensions inherent in the project. The analysis touches only lightly upon the subject of Eastern Orthodox presence in Africa in general, as that would have meant an extended study of the relationship between the Patriarchate of Alexandria, the various Greek immigrant communities, and the multiplicity of local Christianities. The latter are discussed from the point of view of the Church hierarchy in Greece as well as in Nigeria. For this reason, the article is meant as an introduction to the issue and should be complemented with ethnographic material from Nigeria.]


[‘Religious Mission and Migration: “New Communities” and Brazilian Pentecostal Churches Abroad’. This article examines this new missionary flow and its relationship to the paths of Brazilian emigrants looking for jobs abroad. Based on data collected in Brazil, particularly among catholic groups in the so-called ‘new communities’, and pentecostal documents, the article puts forward a number of hypotheses on the meaning of the religious motivations for geographical displacement in the modern global context.]


[The Hadza are one of the last remaining societies of hunter-gatherers in the world. They inhabit an area of East Africa near the Serengeti and Olduvai Gorge. They maintain a foraging lifestyle in a region that is key to understanding human origins. Marlowe discusses their subsistence, material culture, religion, and social structure, and introduces readers to the more contemporary field of behavioral ecology, which attempts to understand human behavior from an evolutionary perspective.]


[Tens of millions of Nigerians now claim that ‘Jesus is the answer’. But if Jesus is the answer, what is the question? What led to the Pentecostalist movement’s dramatic rise and how can we make sense of its social and political significance? To account for the movement’s success, Marshall explores how Pentecostalism presents the experience of being born again as a chance for Nigerians to realize the promises of political and religious salvation made during the colonial and postcolonial eras. Her analysis sheds light on Nigeria’s contemporary politics, postcolonial statecraft, and the everyday struggles of ordinary citizens coping with poverty, corruption, and inequality.]


[Recent scholarship asserts that members of racial groups can transcend their ethnic differences, but other research asserts that ethnoracial identities must be reinforced in order to participate in multiracial churches. Analysis of field notes and interview data from a large, black-white Protestant congregation shows that while the core member-
ship of African Americans come specifically for its ethnic and racial diversity, they also look for markers that affirm a distinctive African-American experience. Ethnic reinforcement attracts highly race-conscious participants who eventually move toward processes of ethnic transcendence and congregational integration. The value for researchers is that distinguishing ethnically transcendent and ethnically reinforcing processes encourages the discovery of subtle, racially specific, and continually reinforced affinities that would otherwise remain hidden in seemingly ethnically transcendent settings.


This study seeks to illustrate the complementary and competing forces that impinged on the work of the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary sisters in Upper Congo. It emphasizes their commitment to social action and evangelism through work, their interaction with local women and local knowledge, the particular colonial rule they witnessed, and the imperial simplification of complexity at the 1931 Paris Exposition Coloniale Internationale.


[In the town of Dogondoutchi, Niger, Malam Awal, a charismatic Sufi preacher, was recruited by local Muslim leaders to denounce the practices of reformist Muslims. Malam Awal’s message has been viewed as a mixed blessing by Muslim women who have seen new definitions of Islam and Muslim practice impact their place and role in society. This study follows the career of Malam Awal and documents the engagement of women in the religious debates that are refashioning their everyday lives. Masquelier shows how these women have had to define Islam on their own terms, especially as a practice that governs education, participation in prayer, domestic activities, wedding customs, and who wears the veil and how.]


[Cheikh Hamidou Kane was born in 1928 into a noble, scholarly family from the north of Senegal. His father was educated in the Islamic sciences and familiar with the theological and philosophical thought of both the Islamic and European traditions. Cheikh Hamidou Kane later left Senegal to study philosophy at the Sorbonne. Ambiguous Adventure was written in the early 1950s, but was not published until 1961. This article tries to demonstrate that Ambiguous Adventure is about the devastating effect upon the protagonist, Samba Diallo, of losing the precious esoteric knowledge transmitted to him within the Islamic mystical tradition, which is erased with the imposition of the French educational system. Ambiguous Adventure has also been called a ‘tale of initiation’, much like the risāla from the Iṣhrāqī School. Examining the work in this light, the paper]
shows that Samba Diallo's journey is actually a tragic inversion of the classical model featured in tales of initiation.


[This book demonstrates how the relationship between the Swahili and Giriama peoples in Malindi, Kenya, is one of historical interdependence, with the Giriama finding themselves on the margins, peering in at a Swahili life of greater social and economic privilege. Giriama are frustrated to find their ethnic identity disparaged and their versions of Islam sometimes rejected by Swahili. The author explores spirit possession, divination, healing rituals, madness, symbolic pollution, ideologies of money, linguistic code-switching, and syncretism and its alternatives. She shows how the differing versions of Islam have figured in the growing divisions between the two groups. Her ethnographic analysis helps to explain how Giriama appropriations of Islam subtly reinforce a distance between the religion and themselves.]


[In this essay we are concerned with one of the myriad ways in which Wolof discourse in Senegal is given such a recognizable existence and how the resultant form, namely that of verbal mediation, is deployed to enhance the religious and political authority of important Muslim *shaykhs*, known locally in French as *marabouts*, and in Wolof as *sériñ*.


[The research reported in this paper was inspired by the observation of an apparent inconsistency. Many Kimbanguists took an active part in the presidential elections of 2006 in DRC, either as candidates of different parties or as militants, whereas Church doctrine seems to be incompatible with such a commitment in real politics. It is this incompatibility between doctrine and real practice that I outline here. The article shows that the gap between the Kimbanguist theological-political project, on the one hand, and the current political reality, on the other hand, is temporary, and that it is up to history, conceived of in an eschatological perspective, to reduce it. In fact, the millenarianism that underlies the Kimbanguist doctrine postpones in a teleologic manner the realisation of the theological-political project.]


[A series of excavated graves and grave inventories from the area around Abomey-Bohicon in Bénin, dating to the days of the Dahomean kingdom, are presented by the BDArch team, Bénin-Denmark Archaeology Project. They are among the very few documented burials from this region of the world and have yielded unprecedented insight]
[This article focuses on the interaction of African churches with the local social, political and religious ecology of Amsterdam Southeast in their search for worship space. It shows the continuing importance of the local, even for such transnational religious movements as African churches. Constructing a worship location confronts the churches with the ‘ingrained orders of social power in the host society’ (Favell 2003). They encountered familiar black-white distinctions, a legion of white helpers and a long process of building trust. I argue that African churches use transnational and local strategies. Becoming part of the local is inspired by missionary motives and is related to the character of religious congregations as relatively fixed organisations which nurture a practice of engagement with local society.]


[Over the past decades, the religious exploration of popular culture, including [Afro-America] rap music, has resulted in a narrowing of its religious and theological meaning, forcing it into preconceived cartographies of life. I suggest that the slippery, messy and complex nature of the sacred dimensions of rap music can only be addressed in a rigorous way through the use of flexible theoretical and methodological tools. I propose flexible framework through combining Anthony B. Pinn’s notion of complex subjectivity and his nitty-gritty hermeneutic with Laurel C. Schneider’s theory of multiplicity.]


[This book explores slavery in the context of the Muslim world through a study of the African Diaspora. It identifies the enslaved population as a distinct social stratum in Islamic societies and reflects on the ways Islam has been used to justify enslavement, liberate slaves, and defend the autonomy of communities. Local perceptions of Islam are shown to have strongly influenced the way people understood slavery.]

[After Patricia Vinnicombe’s death in 2003, Peter Mitchell and Ben Smith have brought together leading scholars in the field to write new sections to explain how early knowledge of San art has changed and how current research is still influenced by Vinnicombe’s 1976 volume. The Eland’s People is thus intended as a companion volume to Vinnicombe’s People of the Eland and aims to provide a richer appreciation of the importance of Patricia Vinnicombe’s original work, as well as allowing readers an overview of current understandings of Drakensberg rock art.]

Møller, Bjørn, 2006, Religion and Conflict in Africa, with a Special Focus on East Africa. Copenhagen: Vesterkopi AS

[Mommeersteeg guide pas à pas le lecteur dans le monde des marabouts de Djenné, au Mali, et dans l’étroite imbrication entre leur pratiques ‘magiques’ et les fondements de
la foi musulmane. Il évoque également la vie sociale de Djenné, mais aussi la lumière, les sons et les couleurs de la ville."

Morton, Christopher, 2009, ‘Fieldwork and the Participant-Photographer: E.E. Evans-Pritchard and the Nuer Rite of gorot’, in Visual Anthropology 22, 4 (July 2009): 252-274 [Examination of Evans-Pritchard’s photographic record of the Nuer rite of gorot that he witnessed in 1936 raises important questions about the historical relationship between anthropological fieldwork and visual methods, and in particular photography's relationship to both methodological observation and participation within early 20th-century fieldwork practice. This article explores the question of why the photographs are characterized by a sustained engagement with two distinct stages of the rite, but why other aspects of the ceremony are not recorded. In order to explore this question, which was first prompted by a detailed engagement with the entire archive, the article proposes a model of Evans-Pritchard as ‘participant-photographer’—a model that understands his activity during the rite as being composed of periods of ‘photographic engagement’ interspersed with observation and note-taking.]


Murphy, Joseph M., 2010, ‘Objects that Speak Creole: Juxtapositions of Shrine Devotions at Botánicas in Washington, DC’, in Material Religion: The Journal of Objects, Art and Belief 6, 1 (March 2010): 86-108 [Devotional objects from diverse sources are arranged in beautiful and efficacious ways at local botánicas, retail stores that sell spiritual goods to a Latino-based, but increasingly diverse clientele. A two-year study of eighteen botánicas in Washington, DC, reveals a complex layering of spiritual traditions from Europe, Africa, Asia and the Americas. While the foundational hybrids of the botánica are of Caribbean origin, new immigrants to Washington from Central America, Africa and Asia are creating stunning juxtapositions of religious meaning and practice. This paper looks at the notion of creolization as a way to understand the power of the spiritual array spatialized in the botánica.]

Mwaura, Philomena Njeri, 2009, ‘Human Identity and the Gospel of Reconciliation: Agenda for Mission Studies and Praxis in the 21st Century: An African Reflection’, in Mission Studies 26, 1: 17-30 [In her Presidential address, Philomena Mwaura explores the challenges posed to Christian identity in Africa by ethnocentricism which questions its authenticity despite a century of evangelization and the Church’s tremendous growth. Tracing the markers of Christian identity to the New Testament which are characterized by transformation in Christ, love, unity and embrace of the other, she argues that only a people who are secure in their Christian identity can witness authentically to the Gospel and its appealing power. The ministry of reconciliation, as articulated by Paul, is an imperative in diverse contexts characterized by conflicting and competing identities that are ethnic, national and religious among others. The Church requires to equip itself for this ministry by being prophetic, vigilant, intrusive and in solidarity with the marginalized.]


Naidu, Maheshvari, 2009. ‘Seeing (through) the Gaze: Marking Religious and Cultural Differences onto Muslim Female Bodies’, in Journal for the Study of Religion 22, 2: 23-42 [In South Africa, the gaze of women who do not wear the veil sees veiling as performatively oppressing women and rendering them unapproachable. The women who practise veiling possess different understandings. The paper illustrates through ethnographic interviews that the veil is a polyvalent material object.]


[This article explores the relationship between local Hindu and Hindu transnational migrant worker in Durban, the former constructing the latter as ‘foreign’. It uses the structural-hole theory to understand how migrants allow themselves to be ‘othered’.]


[The experiences of a small sample of South African Christian and Hindu women are probed in this article by working through what is termed the ‘mothering mandate’ and ‘roles of conformity’. It problematizes the issue of self and identity in a woman’s articulation of her religious persona in the margins of the role dictates of her religio-cultural complex.]


[During his 1932 fieldwork in Naj’ al-Kīmān, near Qift in Upper Egypt, the German historian of religions Hans Alexander Winkler (1900-1945) invited some zâr singers (*Zârbeschwörerinnen*) to the house in which he was staying. The shayka (leader) of the zâr, Jâmne (Yāmne), was a black Sudanese woman who had learned the zâr songs from her mother, and she from her mother who had come to Qift from the Sudan. Yāmne and her companions – her daughter Sabrimenno, as well as an elderly woman, Sa’īde, with her daughter – brought their instruments with them in a basket. Yāmne played the târ mushalshal (tambourine with jingles; known elsewhere in Egypt as riqq), while the others each played a târ (large frame drum), and she sang a verse which the others repeated, usually seven times for each verse. The whole sitting lasted four hours with breaks during which Winkler had them repeat the words, and he wrote down the texts of the songs. Later he went through the songs once more with Yāmne to check and interpret the texts.]


[Nelson and his wife, two white northerners, journey to the Low country in South Carolina in order to observe religious experiences in an African American church. The outward manifestation and expression of the Holy Spirit is a significant part of the black church experience not only in the African Methodist Episcopal church he studies, but also in the wider charismatic worship experience of African American church life. What is important for the ethnographer to realize is that practitioners must be able to describe what is important to them, rather than what is important to the researcher or what conforms to the researcher’s theory. The church emphasis on its rituals and a personal, intimate relationship with God reflect a belief system interpreted and justified by the community.]


[This paper explores the architecture and sculpture of Jackson Hlungwani’s New Jerusalem site at Mbokota in the Limpopo Province in South Africa, against the back-
ground of the theology, architecture, and art of the African independent churches in South Africa. The paper examines Hlungwani’s idiosyncratic approach to Christianity and its manifestation in a reworking of ancient stone ruins and the production of an entirely individual body of sculpture. It demonstrates how Hlungwani marries aspects of his Tsonga tradition with biblical imagery, and suggests that it was this marriage that enabled Hlungwani to reconcile the sale of his sculpture with his religious beliefs. The paper also establishes that Hlungwani’s iconography is completely independent of orthodox Christian dogmas and is created in the context of an awareness of ‘art’.


[The anthropology and history of African American religious formations has long been dominated by approaches aiming to recover and authenticate the historical transatlantic continuities linking such traditions to identifiable African source cultures. While not denying such continuities, the contributors to this volume seek to transcend this research agenda by bracketing “Africa” and “African pasts” as objective givens, and asking instead what role notions of “Africanity” and “pastfulness” play in the social and ritual lives of historical and contemporary practitioners of Afro-Atlantic religious formations. The volume’s goal is to open up contextually salient claims to “African origins” to empirical scrutiny, and so contribute to a broadening of the terms of debate in Afro-Atlantic studies.]


[Anglo-Indian migrants in Mozambique developed mechanisms of territorality and transnational binding which played a fundamental role in establishing the intermediate ethnic trader minority status they acquired during the colonial period. Using a corpus of memories, this article seeks to determine to what extent the Hindu and Muslim religions were effective variables in the consolidation of a transnational migration culture. In doing so, however, it argues that these processes can only be properly understood if class values and resources, specificities related to differential ethnicity, and new strategies for relating to other groups in colonial society are all taken into account at the same time.]


[In this essay, I offer a thought experiment by figuring Tupac Shakur as an icon of interrogation of the post-industrial condition from within the idiom of diasporic possession cult vision, ‘reading’ his polyvalence as manifestation of the African Ogou, Orisha]
of iron and anger, politics and its discontents, auguring urban desperation for underground meaning. The effort is one of challenge to Western pretension to tame trauma as tautology, by tattooing the drive to bifurcate morality into good and evil with an older and more indigenous sounding of oppression, privileging paradoxical complexity as a wiser ‘sign’ of human maturity and spiritual vitality.]


[This article relates the concept of the tabot, the central symbol of divine presence in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, to the European Diaspora experience. The tabot represents the arc of the covenant in Solomon’s Temple, and is likewise associated with Noah’s arc. Thus the Church is conceptualised as facilitating the traversing of the ‘ocean of troubles’ to reach the ‘safe haven’ of the divine presence. This is experienced in an especially intense way in the diaspora context. Beginning with the concept of diaspora the article gives an overview of the history of the establishment of Ethiopian Orthodox churches in Europe and explores related trajectories. The Church is experienced as a place of memories, and is also a place where the sojourner can feel at home and belong. It facilitates preserving identity and culture, re-creating morals and values, and through aesthetics creates a hermeneutic frame of experience, satisfying the ‘fourth hunger’.


[Does the image only serve to illustrate or can it also have a demonstrative function? What is photography’s specificity and how can it fit together with text? These theoretical questions will be explored in this article through the analysis of some photographs taken during my research on the Muslim community of Baay Faal in Senegal.]


[This article seeks to understand both global forces and local cultural reasons to believe. It focuses first on the remarkable paradox that explains the Pentecostal movement’s popularity among African-Surinamese (Caribbean) believers: what appears as P/C’s rejection of their traditional religious system turns out to be a reinterpretation of its beliefs and practices. From this line of argument I argue that P/C actually enables people, by ways of demonization, to express their spirituality and translate magico-religious conceptions into an acceptable framework. In conclusion, I put this Pentecostal paradox in a larger perspective, stressing similarities with other religious movements and exposing an eclectic attitude towards religion that does not only meet personal belief experiences, but also challenges the hegemonic position of established Christian churches in Suriname.]


[In this concluding essay, I suggest that rap music as a terrain for the articulation of religious struggle and redemption forces a re-examination of the assumed cartography of religious engagement.]

[As a child of the blues, hip hop culture and rap music bring together the ‘best of both worlds’ of culture and religion respectively. The interrogation of cultural production by African-American scholars across fields is not a new phenomenon, however, a rigorous examination of the religious and theological contours of hip hop culture, such as rap music, are slowly beginning to take shape. In this Introduction, we contextualize one such attempt to think religion and hip hop together in new and exciting ways. Here, we give thought to the multifaceted ways in which the changing syncretic cultural cartography of hip hop in general and rap music specifically push and force a re-thinking of religious sensibilities and the quest for life meaning. Not only does the genius of hip hop culture and rap music call and yearn for a more complicated terrain of the religious, but likewise, it also offers a rich opportunity to rethink the rugged terrain of the cultural.]


[I use cognitive dissonance theory as a framework to examine coping strategies used by men endeavoring to maintain a coherent sense of themselves as gay Christians. Using interviews with black gay Christian men, I uncover a strategy used to maintain that identity in the face of stigmatizing religious rhetoric. While these men have managed to reconcile their religious and sexual identities, sermons delivered by church leaders disrupt that reconciliation, causing them to have to neutralize these anxiety-inducing attitudes. This study shows that they focus accusations of illegitimacy on the speaker rather than the doctrine by denigrating the speakers’ knowledge, morality, focus, and motivations. In this way, they neutralize the sting of churches’ negative messages by neutralizing the moral authority of the churches' messengers. These findings offer new insight into how parishioners persist in religious communities in which their sexual behaviors or identities are condemned.]


[The growing literature on multiracial churches tends to take the position that religious values can be influential in promoting racially inclusive religious communities. Marti offers further evidence for this argument: cosmetic changes predominately white churches make to their worship, music, and leadership in order to attract/retain “race-conscious” black congregants. In this response, I argue that these churches do not cause blacks to transcend their race consciousness. They merely offer havens for those blacks who have already transcended their race enough to pursue membership in these religious communities. I conclude with a challenge to scholars in this line of research to add evidence of religion’s ability to promote racial transcendence for ‘race-conscious’ white congregants.]


[For about 20 years, the neopentecostal churches have been waging war against the Afro-Brazilian cults, whose gods—the *orixás*—are openly demonized. In Brazil, this confrontation is analysed by numerous specialists in terms of proselytizing in a religious market. Distancing herself from this perspective, the author chooses to interpret the ‘war against the Devil’ through the symbolic acts of its converts, whose aim is to liberate themselves from the yoke of ancestral law. The Afro-Brazilian cults not only embo-
the religion of slaves’ descendants but also reproduce the subordinated and alienated attitude that was typical of them during the colonial era. From their perspective, the only way to break out of this intergenerational ‘captivity’ is to ‘liberate’ themselves by substituting for ancestral traditions—turned towards the past—a spirit of individual conquest—turned towards the future.]


[Among the Punu of Congo-Brazzaville *ikoku* dancing is perceived through the concept of joy. In *ikoku*, a succession of dance sessions, a shared joy is awakened. This joyful dancing is connected to the fecundating sexual encounter and to the activity of fishing, linking the dance world to the life-bearing water spirit world. The joining of sexual differentiation and maternal containment that in this way is enacted and deeply experienced by the participants supports basic structures of Punu rural society characterized by the tension between conjugal relations based on a patri-virilocal principle and matrilocality belonging.]


[This article explores the possible links between the literary works of the writer and colonial administrator, Robert Arnaud (1873-1950; better known by his literary pseudonym Robert Randau) and Amadou Hampâté Bâ. The author of *Wangrin* and *Oui, mon commandant!* was well-acquainted with Arnaud who, following a career devoted largely to Islamic issues, became in 1924 an inspector of administrative affairs in Upper Volta and, in 1927-28, served as acting governor of this territory. The personal papers of Arnaud both shed new light on certain administrative incidents that are also described in the works of Hampâté Bâ and also allow us to think in new ways about the role played by Africans in French colonial rule.]

Port, Mattijs van de, 2005, ‘Candomblé in Pink, Green and Black: Re-scripting the Afro-Brazilian Heritage in the Public Sphere of Salvador, Bahia’, in *Social Anthropology* 13, 1: 3-26


Port, Mattijs van de, 2010, ‘“Don’t Ask Questions, Just Observe!”: Boundary Politics in Bahian Candomblé’, in Meyer 2010


[This contribution investigates the interplay between the recent (early 2008) spate of racist-marked events in South Africa and the Bible, starting with the way biblical references featured in subsequent discussions of the events. The use of the Bible and hermeneutics employed seems to be meshed into a broader array of ways in which ‘new South African’ identities are negotiated, together with the tensions and resistance such identity-negotiations encounter (evoke and counter). Such presence of the Bible is further considered in light of the biblical documents’ own tendency towards stereotyping in a manner true to first century-convention, with social identity theory providing the contours for discussing social categorisation and stereotyping. The paper is concluded with some deliberations on the intersections of South African racist discourse and biblical stereotyping.]


[Sub-Saharan African public spheres have increasingly transformed following the Pentecostalist wave that is sweeping over the continent since two decades ago. This is also the case for Kinshasa, where this new type of Christianity dominates both the urban soundscape and the media world. A Christian popular culture flourishes with its own music, dance forms, TV shows and celebrities. This article focuses on local TV serials, that, disregarding the profile of the channels on which these are broadcast, are embedded in the spread of an apocalyptic interpretation of life, as professed by these new churches. The TV serials are approached as narratives that, just like traditional epic tales, depict spiritual and social transgression. Two main characters, the fool and the false pastor (*pasteur*), will be studied through the lens of the trickster, a longstanding figure in the study of traditional storytelling.]


[C’est une peinture rupestre cachée dans un abri rocheux d’Afrique du Sud. L’affaire paraît élémentaire: des chasseurs-cueilleurs bushmen viennent de fondre sur un village d’agriculteurs bantous et ont volé leurs vaches. Mais voici qu’à la fin du XIXe siècle, un deuxième vol est commis, cette fois sur la peinture elle-même: Frédéric Christol, missionnaire protestant français, l’un des premiers à avoir posé son regard sur l’œuvre, s’emploie à y prélever des blocs avec des figures de vaches pour les envoyer à des musées européens et attester ainsi de la présence d’un art pariétal à l’autre bout du monde. Depuis sa découverte il y a un siècle et demi, cette fameuse peinture de Christol Cave a fasciné experts en art rupestre, ethnologues et préhistoriens. Tous y ont lu un témoignage si accablant contre les Bushmen, les derniers chasseurs-cueilleurs de cette partie du monde, que l’image en est venue à incarner le choc entre chasseurs de la préhistoire et agriculteurs des premières civilisations. Et pourtant, est-ce bien un « vol de vaches » que l’on voit à l’image? L’enquête est à refaire. À l’aide de nombreux documents d’ar-
chives et en mobilisant les techniques scientifiques les plus performantes, les auteurs parviennent à redonner vie à l'image presque disparue. Jusqu'à certains détails qui n'avaient jamais été vus ou compris... Et si les voeux n'étaient pas ceux que l'on croit? Pour la première fois, une image rupestre est ici considérée comme un document d'histoire sur la société qui l'a crée mais aussi sur celles qui l'ont interprétée.


[This book traces the development of the Ethiopian Jews from their controversial origins to the beginning of the twentieth century. The author places their evolution within the Ethiopian social, ethnic, religious, political and historical context, using analytical tools such as caste, class and ethnicity. He shows how the Ethiopian Jews struggled to maintain their identity in the face of political, military, economic and religious external pressures from the Ethiopian state and the dominant Christian society from the fourteenth through the early seventeenth centuries. He analyzes their loss of political independence and partial assimilation into the society and state of the Gondar dynasty during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They faced new challenges and influences from European Protestant missionaries and western Jews in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.]


[This paper discusses theoretical and methodological issues concerning the relations between religion and therapy in Brazil. After a brief review of anthropological approaches to subject, it presents reflections developed by Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Michel Foucault in order to understand the ways in which religious contexts transform affliction. In order to explore the potential of the approach proposed, the author presents a brief analysis of cases of affliction treated within Candomblé and Pentecostalism.]


[African Christians use art and dress in a variety of religious experiences. This special issue focuses on the histories as well as aesthetic, spiritual, and moral meanings associated with these materials in Africa, Europe, and the United States. While Ethiopian church art emerged after the fourth century, early Christian missionary activities elsewhere in Africa often entailed the use of European religious art and dress as part of the conversion process. However, African Christian art was subsequently produced in several parts of Africa. The movement of Africans to Europe and the Americas has also led to an expansion of the forms of African Christian artistic expression, underscoring the oscillating dynamics of African Christian art and its expression in a global context.]


[Globalization is rarely thought of in terms of spiritual influences between continents. Stemming from a body of Indian chromolithographic imagery incorporated into West African Vodun, this essay considers alternative ways of conceptualizing globalization. Compelling notions of international boundaryless-ness evinced in present-day readings of this Indian/African religious merging, it suggests, can be re-conceptualized in ways...
that go far beyond the tangible, human domain into a world in which eternity and divine infinity are collapsed into the here and now. The essay considers a rich set of objects, beliefs and practices which bring to bear such an approach to, and in so doing shed a novel light on, the contemporary global condition.


Santen, José C. M. van, 2010, “‘My ‘veil’ does not go with my jeans”: Veiling, Fundamentalism, Education and Women’s Agency in Northern Cameroon”, in Africa 80, 2: 275-300


The author explores an iconoclastic religious movement initiated by a Muslim preacher in 1956-1957 during the French colonial period among the Baga of coastal Guinea. He discusses the extent to which iconoclasm produces a rupture of religious knowledge and
identity and analyzes its relevance in the making of modern nations and citizens by examining the historical complexity of the interface between Islam, traditional religions, and Christianity in West Africa, and how this interface connects to dramatic political change.

[In this article we examine the concept of a religious Lusophone Atlantic, highlighting historical and contemporary exchanges in this continuum and situating research within recent scholarship regarding the ‘Atlantic’, religious diasporas and contemporary Christianity. We focus in particular on the place of prophetic movements (namely the Kimbanguist and Tokoist churches) within the Portuguese and Angolan religious fields.]


[This paper explores contemporary visual imagery associated with the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, focusing on the tension between innovation and conservatism deriving from traditions that straddle the realms of religion and commerce. It considers the circulation of popular mass-produced chromolithographic prints and the contexts in which this imagery has been integrated into Orthodox religious practice. These prints today may be found displayed in churches where they serve as objects of devotion and as models for paintings produced by local artists. The paper argues that the current phenomenon is in fact a latter day manifestation of a process that has been practiced for centuries in the highlands of Ethiopia.]


[Taking a conflict between the Angolan church Igreja do Espirito Santo and the Presbyterian Holy Chapel in Rotterdam as a case study, it is argued that the material aspect of this shared place of worship is an enlightening perspective for studying cross-cultural encounter. This article consists of three levels of analysis, namely of theological differences, differences in aesthetical appraisal of the building and differences in standards of purity and pollution.]


Sorett, Joseph, 2009, ““Believe me, this pimp game is very religious”: Toward a Religious History of Hip Hop’, in Culture and Religion: An Interdisciplinary Journal 10, 1: 11-22

[KRS-ONE’s religious biography pairs well with the shifting religious sensibilities articulated by several hiphop artists who have been most popular since the 1980s. In mapping this history, I suggest, first, that religious diversity has been the rule of rap music, and second, that what appeared to bind these artists together was not a particular religious orthodoxy, be it Christian, Islamic or otherwise. Rather than specific confessional claims, it is the cultural repertoires of the African Diaspora and the experience of white supremacy in the United States that offers some coherence to these otherwise heterodox spiritual musings.]


[In the early 1990s, democratization in Niger meant a political reform detached from the military rule, but also safe from religious influence. The adoption of the principle of a radical secularism (laïcité) sought, first, the autonomy of the political sphere from the religious one, and second, the submission of religious authority to the political one. The consecration of this principle led to the criticism of Muslim public actors who argued that such a principle was violating the religious identity of Niger’s society. This paper discusses the difficulty to separate the realm of politics from that of religion as Islamic organizations and Muslim actors have stepped into the political arena, articulating various religion-inspired discourses and seeking the conversion of Niger’s politics to Islam. Nowadays, this activism led to a rearrangement of the state’s position in relation to religiosity and its role in the public domain. This case of ambiguous secularism, I suggest, might be one of a reinterpretation not only of secularism, but of democratization itself.]


[American Evangelicals have long considered Africa a welcoming place for joining faith with social action, but their work overseas is often ambivalently received. Even among East African Christians who share missionaries’ religious beliefs, understandings vary over the promises and pitfalls of American Evangelical involvement in public life and schools. In this first-hand account, Amy Stambach examines missionary involvement in East Africa from the perspectives of both Americans and East Africans. While Evangelicals frame their work in terms of spreading Christianity, critics see it as destroying traditional culture. Challenging assumptions on both sides, this work reveals a complex and ever-evolving exchange between Christian college campuses in the U.S., where missionaries train, and schools in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania. Providing real insight into the lives of school children in East Africa, this book charts a new course for understanding the goals on both sides and the global connections forged in the name of faith.]


[Egyptian-Sudanese author, Leila Aboulela, has written a collection of short stories, Coloured Lights (2001), and two novels, The Translator (1999) and Minaret (2005), which engage with the subtleties of Muslim African immigrant experience in Britain. This article draws on the first two texts to present an inquiry into the role of religion, more specifically Islam, in literary migrant identity politics. I argue that Aboulela critiques Orientalist and Islamist discourses in her fiction through strategic nostalgia, where past memory becomes a lens through which her characters read their new environment in Britain. However, her fiction also attests to the limitations of such nostalgia and instead turns to religion as a site of translocal identity formation, which offers her characters the possibility of resisting the hegemonic pressures of assimilating into a secular present in Britain or of romanticising a particular past in the Sudan.]

[This ethnographic study offers insight into the workings of the contemporary Islamic legal system. Based on fieldwork in Zanzibar, Stiles sheds light on how people understand and use Islamic legal ideas in marital disputes and on the judicial reasoning and litigant activity in Islamic family court. Presenting distinct interpretations, this book shows that Islamic judges (kadhis), clerks, and litigants reason using not only their understandings of Islamic law but also their views of real and ideal marital behavior, local authority, and the court’s role in the community.]


[In this article I use the framework of the postcolonial Gothic to analyse Angelina N Sithebe’s Holy Hill, a novel which combines a focus on Christian religion and traditional African spirituality. Sithebe uses the convent school setting of her text to offer sociocritical critiques of power and religion in specific contexts. I highlight the postcolonial dimension of her critique by comparing aspects of the novel with Karen Armstrong’s memoir, The Spiral Staircase. In addition to social critique, however, Sithebe also uses epigraphs from biblical parables to suggest benefits which orthodox religion might offer. At the same time as she reveals the intimate connections between religion and animism, she delineates the problems of syncretism. The text derives much of its Gothic force from the uncanny voice of the narrator, a traditional spirit. I use concepts such as Musa W Dube’s ‘critical twinning’ and Harry Garuba’s ‘animist realism’ to explore the discomfiting, bleak vision of Sithebe’s novel.]


[In Africa’s Forest and Jungle is the memoir of Richard Henry Stone, a Southern Baptist missionary who served in what is now Nigeria during the late 1850s and again during the first years of the American Civil War. Stone published this work in 1899, when it became clear that age would prevent him from returning to Africa. Stone served in Africa with his wife and learned the Yoruba language. He was an intelligent, self-reflective, and reliable observer. His works are important sources of information on Yoruba society before the intervention of European colonialism.]


[The Zambian government aims to integrate ‘traditional healers’, ng’anga, with their biomedical counterparts in a national health care system. But they continue to deal with affliction by positing the existence of occult agents, such as witchcraft and spirits, at the risk of being criticized for exploiting indigenous beliefs. Many ng’anga therefore associate themselves with Christianity, the national religion of Zambia, which serves as an official domain of the occult where they take refuge from biomedical rationalization. However, conventional churches, the government and health authorities do not approve of the link between Christianity and traditional medicine. Being thus dissociated from the national religion, ng’anga are officially confined to the periphery of national health care, where they submit to the primacy of biomedicine and the workings of state power.]


[Zimbabwe is experiencing one of the most severe AIDS epidemics in the world, with an estimated one out of seven people infected with HIV. For both palliative care and
pragmatic treatment of HIV-related opportunistic infections, people turn to Un’anga (the traditional system of health and healing), not as a substitute for Western therapeutics but as an alternative explanatory model for the diagnosis and management of illness. Through the use of highly charged symbols and ritualized communication, n’angas (traditional healers) seek to transform patients’ understandings and experiences of HIV-related illness. Using performance theory and discourse analysis, this article seeks to expand our understanding of how competing therapeutic goals in the performance of healing affect the structure and content of performance, its subsequent meaning, and the therapeutic effect on those afflicted with HIV.


[‘Traditional healers’ (sangomas) in Mpumalanga Province, South Africa, are organized into ‘schools’ around a senior teacher (gobela). Healing is understood by its practitioners to be a profession, not a religion or even a spiritual exercise. Healers actively assess the effectiveness of their healing methods, transmit their knowledge to each other, and evaluate each others’ performances in ways that stray far from the mere transmission of ‘tradition’. Clients are likely to pay sangomas as much as they would medical doctors for their services, which are not limited to the medical. Their practices can be divided into roughly six ‘disciplines’: divination, herbs, control of ancestral spirits, the cult of foreign ndzawe spirits, drumming and dancing, and training of new sangomas. The status of sangoma is achieved through an arduous process of teaching and learning through which the student or initiate is simultaneously ‘healed’ and educated to become a member of the profession that coheres around these knowledge practices.]


[This article discusses how Pentecostal churches in Botswana and Zimbabwe have appropriated media technologies in their worship. It identifies which media technologies are used by the churches and considers how they are used, the theological justifications for this appropriation, and the effects of this appropriation on the Christian faith. Media technologies discussed include radio, television, the Internet, e-mail, mobile phones, and various print media. The article concludes that Pentecostal churches have fully embraced media technology, in contrast to churches like the African Independent Churches that consider such technologies as trivializing Christianity. The article argues that media technologies have allowed Pentecostal churches in Botswana and Zimbabwe to spread the gospel faster and wider. Possible negative effects of media technology appropriation, such as the commodification of the Christian religion, are also discussed.]


[This article discusses workers’ poor attitude to work and focuses on Nigeria and on Africa at large. It argues that a misconception of work and a lack of work ethics major factors responsible for these negative attitudes. It suggests a theological solution rooted in the Christian Scriptures. It points out how work, which from a theological perspective originated with creation and was not intended to be evil, later became conceived as
a kind of punishment. It also demonstrates how work became bifurcated into secular and spiritual spheres with its attendant negative consequences in the Middle Ages. It concludes with a presentation of the biblical ethics of work recommended for attitudinal change in stakeholders.]


[This volume of essays engages a variety of conversations at the forefront of contemporary scholarship in the study of religion and in African diaspora studies, such as the construction of racial identity in diverse national settings (Brazil, Mexico, Britain, North America); new religious movements and nationalism; alternative religious narratives in the diaspora; literature read through the lens of diaspora; trans-Atlantic culture (e.g. Ethiopia in Rastafarianism); and the role of the scholar and scholarship in the construction of religious and political meaning.]


[This book explores the history and contemporary significance of the popular religious traditions, identities, and performance forms celebrated in the second lines of the jazz street parades of black New Orleans. The second line is the group of dancers who follow the first procession of church and club members, brass bands, and grand marshals. Here musical and religious traditions interplay. The book examines the relationship of jazz to indigenous religion and spirituality. It explores how the African diasporist religious identities and musical traditions – from Haiti and West and Central Africa – are reinterpreted in New Orleans jazz and popular religious performances, while describing how the participants in the second line create their own social space and become proficient in the arts of political disguise, resistance, and performance.]


What does it mean to be prophetic during political turmoil? Does it mean opposition to the government or opposition to any opposition to the government? This article offers a biblical theological response to this question as it evaluates the behaviour of the clergymen and church representative bodies in Zimbabwe. Although the immediate context is the violence that engulfed the nation soon after the 29 March 2008 election, over the years since 2000, the churches have spoken with contradictory voices. There are churches and individual church leaders who openly displayed their allegiance to the government irrespective of all glaring misgivings. On the one hand there, some Christian leaders opposed whatever the government did, hence they openly clamoured for regime change. While all this was happening, the common man was confused as to who really is prophetic, that is who really represents God and the people.


Weisenfeld, Judith, 2013, 'Invisible Women: On Women and Gender in the Study of African American Religious History', in Journal of Africana Religions 1, 1: 133-149

[In this essay I explore how particular emphases in the broad field of African American religious history have marginalised women's experiences and contributions. I argue that placing African American women's religious history at the center of historical inquiry allows us to interrogate the foci that have so far structured the African American religious history.]
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